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My Btf Fat Greek TruwtY

Dales eliminated, but still flghtliu

Members of the equestrian club work hard lo fund
learn and win competitions.

Medea brings her case of the ancient Greek blues — and
the hapless victims of her rage — to Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.

The football team will attempt to rebound from a loss
last weekend when it takes on Charleston Southern
University Saturday at home.
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Program
looking for
Madison
P.R.I.D.E.
BY STEPHEN ATWELL

assistant news editor
For students interested in
returning to their high
schools to represent JMU, the
Student Ambassadors olfer a
program to connect with
potential JMU students.
Madison
P.R.I.D.E.,
which stands for Proud
Representatives initiating
Dynamic Enrollment, wa ,-stab
lished seven years ago. Until this
year, it existed under the name
Home High School Connection.
The program name was
changed this year to Madison
P.R.I.D.E tO have more of a
catchy name — one that would
create more buzz around campus because it is such an important program." said junior
Andrew Kneale, P.R.I.D.E. cocommittee head.
The program is a combined
effort of members from a number of different organi/.i
according to Kneale. It works to
train participants to return to
their high schools and hold
informational sessions. The sessions will deal with information
specific to JMU and its admis
sions, what type of university
JMU is and different opportunities available at the university
Admissions
representatives
attend the training sessions and
offer advice and support,
according to Kneale.
"This is a great opportunity,
especially for out-of-st.ite students, because JMU may not be
that well known in thru
town," said sophomore Lauren
Gniazdowski, P.R.I.D.E. co-committee head. "This is their
chance to tell high school students about JMU and all our
university has to offer"
P.R.I.D1 works closely with
Students for Minority Outreach.
SMO tries to attract minority
students to participate in its version of the PRIDE, program,
according to Art Dean, SMCs
admissions adviser.
"The program is for all minority students," Dean said.
There is no official application process, but students
interested in participating in
these program need to attend
only one training session
The training sessions tor
P.R.I.D.E
will
be held
Monday in the Health and
Human Services Building,
room
2204, at 7 p.m.,
Tuesday in the Sonner Hall
Welcome Center at 7 p.m.,

Damage to 10 vehicles done in 16-hour period \#JBM
BY SARA SHAHMORADIAN

staff writer

Ten JMU students' cars were
damaged in R2 Lot from
Tuesday at about 9 p.m. to
Wednesday at about 1 p.m.,
according to JMU Police
The off-campus parking lot,
located along Port Republic
Road, is used mostly by students
who have classes in Zane
Showker Hall and students living in Lakeside dorms.
I can't recall off the top of my
head when such mass vehicle vandahsm like this has occurred,"
JMU Police Chief Lee Shiffleft said.
"A student first reported damage to her car, and an officer was

immediately dispatched to the
area," Shifflett said. "We then saw
that all vehicles had windows
smashed ... |compact discsl and
stereo equipment were also.stokrv
This is grand larceny."
As of now, it is too early to say
whether the suspects are JMU students or not, Shifflett said.
However, the JMU Police currently is using collected evidence
towards the investigation.
"So far, we have found substantial DNA evidence and fingerprints," Shifflett Mid
Sophomore Anna Crawley's car
was one of the damaged vehicles.
"My whole driver's side window was smashed," she said.
"They stole a lot. My CD player.

CDs and little trinkets are all
gone," Crawley said. She esti
mates over $700 worth of her
belongings were taken.
Sophomore Alison Lytell said
some stolen items were irreplaceable, even with cash.
"My window is getting
paid for, but what can you do
about burned CDs?" she said.
"1 had over 100 special mix
CDs from friends, and you
can't buy those back."
Vandalism on campus usually
increases around holiday times,
making these earlier incidents
unusual, according to Shifflett.
"Typically, during breaks.
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Men's soccer rolls past Tribe in CAAs

SGA reporter

OUCADAVBI
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Alex Letdhotdt, school
of media arts and

staff writer

according to senior Jake Miller,
SGA executive treasurer.
During executive reports,
sophomore Tom Culligan, SGA
chief of staff, presented an SGA
organizational profile, which
showed the different statistics
about this year's senators. The
senators filled out a survey at a
previous meeting, and the
presentation showed how they

President George W. Bush
puts on his cowboy hat to show
Americans that he is tough and
in charge, which derives from a
17th century theatre phenomenon, according to a Madison
Scholar lecturer last week.
The lasting fame of celebrities as diverse as Ronald Reagan
and the Marllv.ro Man lie
attributed to a single phenomenon of 17th century theatre,
according to Roger Hall, a professor in the school of theatre
and dance. He spoke on the
lasting influence of frontier
drama on American society.
The
tie between
the
spokesman for the world's No.
1-selling cigarette and the
American president might not
be directly obvious, but, for
Hall, it is a defining characteristic of U.S. culture.
"We define adventure as
living the life of a Western
gunman," Hall said. This
phenomenon is used to promote the images of many
American leaders.
When Reagan wanted to
be pictured as a brave and
strong American leader, "he
went out to his California
ranch and posed with his
horse." Hall said. Another
example Hall gave was the
Marlboro
Man,
whose
rugged cowboy image helped
make Marlboro popular.
"Even the fringed leather
jacket is an icon of American
frontier plays that dates all the
way back to 1860," he said.
Hall said that frontier drama
is not just a thing of the past, but
something that has shaped the
way Americans, and even foreigners, define American manhood. "You can trace virtually a
direct line from the 1870s
through [television) and movies
to the last episode of 'Bonanza'
in 1°73." Hall said
Frontier drama is defined by

set SGA, page 5
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Frashman dafendar Will Sanford holds off a College of William A Mary player In a battle for possession during Tuesday night's Colonial Athletic Association first round matchup. The Dukes scored two goals In the
second half to defeat the Tribe 2-0 in a conference tournament game. For more details, see page IB.

lences Jo social work Professor
Cindy Hunter and her family.
"In light of findings done by
police and fire officers that

and not politically motivated,
we should change the wording
of the bill," Pincres said. "This

amendment updates the bill to
be factually correct. The bill
will express our condolences
and that we and JMU stands
behind her and her family."
The bill could not be debated because there was no hard
copy for the senators to read, so
the hill was retabled.
There also was a motion to
suspend house rules so that
another resolution could he
passed. A group of students

are trying to build a new bookstore near the campus and
wanted the support of the
SGA, according to sophomore
Ammar Shallal. The bill, submitted by sophomore Wesley
Spencer, Sophomore Class
Council president, was not
submitted in time to be debated and, when asked to suspend house rules, the SGA did
not pass the motion. The bill
will be debated next week.

Journalists advance social views
Professor speaks on importance of Southern liberal journalism

orsign professor, right.
discusses Southern Nbaral Journalism during a

lecture in the HMcrast
House Nov. 5. Lekthotdt
has written two books
on the subject.

Frontier
image
defines
character
BY SARA CHRISTOPH

SGA retables bill sending condolences to victim
The Student Government
Association had no new business this week, but it did discuss some old business and
other important issueSophomore
Ricardo
Pinerea, Ashby Hall Mnttor,
asked to remove Bill R4 from
the table in order to amend it.
Bill R-» sent the SGA's condo-

High: 49
Low: 26

Car break-ins plague R2 Lot

seeFKOORAM.page5

BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

Partly cloudy

BY DAVID ALLEN

contributing writer
During the early and mid20th century, a small number
of liberal Southern journalists advanced progressive
views and encouraged their
readers to critique ideas,
according to a Brown Bag
Lecture Series presentation
held Nov J
Those journalists wanted
readers to view critically

many of the ideas that made
the South socially, racially
and economically the most
backward region in the
United States
Using his books to "save
and preserve (the journalists')
legacies,"
Alex
Leidholdt, school of media
arts and design professor,
wrote two biographies on
Southern journalism.
During the lecture in the
Hillcrest House, Leidholdl

explained the importance
and challenges of his 15
years of research and the
impact of these writers on
ilu social, racial and labor
movements of the early and
mld-20th century.
In his presentation, leidholdt
quoted Dudley Clendinen of
The New York Times. Leidholdt
said Dudley expressed that,
"While the region tortured
see BOOKS page 4
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A JMU student reported seeing a
white male looking into Ikenberry

Internships m Sociology and Anthmpoloj;)' In

Hall windows Nov 8 at 127 a.m.
The suspect was reported to be
30 to 40 years ol age. about 6 feet
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In other matters, campus police
report the following:

Saturday, Nov. 15

Sexual Battery
A JMU student reported being

Intrrnships in Sociology and Anthropology" in

ill,' \ W I) Resource Center located in Wilson Hall room 303,
MI

I or more iiilorm.ition contact Mary Lou

The Asian Student Union will host their h'irth Annual Culture

assaulted by a white male in K Lot
Nov. 8 at 330 a.m. The suspect
was reported to be 5 feet 10
inches tall with a medium build
and short brown hair. The case
currently is under investigation.
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Greensburg, Pa., was arrested
and charged with possession of
marijuana Nov. 9 at 920 p.m. for
an incident that took place in the
Arboretum Aug 20 at 10:45 p.m.
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Alex J. Wenthe. 18, of Spring
Lake. N.J., was arrested and
charged with two counts of
possession of marijuana Nov. 9
at 6:45 p.m. for an incident that
took place in Blue Ridge Hall
Aug. 20 at 11:10 p.m. and an
incident that took place in

Male mosquitos

Potomac Hall Oct. 25 at 225 a.m.

do not bite, but feed on

Benjamin W Geddis, 18, of
ChariottesvUle. was arrested and
charged with possession of
manjuana Nov. 9 al 8:12 p.m. for
an mckJenl that took place in
Eagle Hall Sept 14 at 1 28 am.

the nectar
of flowers.

with the guidance
of mathematics
professor James
Sochackl. There

High 49 Low 26

Day

only female mosquitos
bite and drink blood.

Wednesday. The
wall was made
horn surplus
computer parts
over the summer

WEATHER

em

FUN FACT of the

Junior Joshua
Blake presents an
Image of Saturn on
a video wall In
Burrus Hall

are over 20 monitors that can display a single Image
or animation.
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Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher. MD Louis E. Nelson. III. MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD Jason K. Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynes. MD Sherry L. Monfjold. FNP
Are pleased to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Will be joining their practice of Obstetric* and Gynecology
September 1, 200.1
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA

Accepting Nan 1'ulienU

1540)434-3831
18001545-3348

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED
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New Hours!

Plan 9 will be reopening for a Midnight Sale
At Midnight on Monday Night/Tuesday Morning 11/17!
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KROGER SHOPPING CTR

CDs • DVDs S more!

Listen Before
You Buy!
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1790 96 E. Market St.

Mon Sat 10-9. Sunday 12-6
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"We need to honor the legacy of those willing to
make the ultimate sacrifice ..."

No excuse for abuse
Students receive advice from the
Counseling and Student Development
Centers on stoping abusive relationships.
■MrtMyMM

i«,

NEWS

SHERI SCOFIELD

Taylor Down Under program coordinator
•aa story MMi

Sophomore Class Council hosts dance competition

Warehouse to Mil
surplus property
JMU will hold a surplus sale tomorrow from 7
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Excess bikes, outdoor furniture, chalkboards, desks,
bookcases, tables, audiovisual equiptment, storage
cabinets, medical gumeys
and several other items will
be available for purchase.
The sale will be held at the
back of the Rockingham
Warehouse at 21 Warehouse Rd.
Cash or checks are
accepted with proper identification, and all sales are
final. The public is welcomed at the sale. For
additional
information,
contact X8-6931.
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BY TIFFANY RICHARDSON

contributing writer
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Junior Katie Lally performs at The Wade Robson Protect:
Madison Style for a Sophomore Class Council fund raiser.

Eight contestants battled it
out Nov. 6 at 7 p.m. to see who
was the best dancer on campus.
Although the stage was not
set in Times Square, The Wade
Robson Project Madison Style,
sponsored by the Sophomore
Class Council, took the crowd by
storm in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
Freshmen Chiquita Cross,
Linia Duncan and Ashley
Scott, sophomores Phillip
Bernier, Anand Kao and Phil
Yudson, junior Katie Lall
and senior Heather Gilbert
were the eight contestants
who were chosen for this
competition after tryouts
were held Oct. 26.

"They are all really self-motivated to do this, and can make up
their own dances—which shows
us that they arc meant for this
competition," said sophomore
Britt Timmcrman, Sophomore
Class Council secretary.
Just like the show on Mask
Television, the competition was
breken down into four portion-.
All competitors started with
their own choreographed piece,
followed by a freestyle section,
then a choreographed dance
taught by one of the judges, and
ended with a head-to-head battle to determine the winner.
After each portion, two contestants were eliminated by
judges until only two out of the
eight were left for the head-tohead battle to become the win-

ner. JMU's own l)| Peachez, senior Terika Grooms, dnippcd the
beats for the evening and fed off
the energy of the crowd for her
music selections.
Judges for the competition
were Kirsten (.iamb, a JMU
dance instnictoi lor the theatre
and dance department, sophomore Ashley Parks, a member of
the Madison Dance Club, and
senior Brian Nido, the Student
Government Association vice
president of student ait.urs
The eight contestants st.u ti'il
the night off with a choreographed piece they all performed to Britney Spears' "Me
Against the Music."
In the first portion of the
tee PROJECT, page 4

Resident adviser
applications accepted
Resident adviser applications for the spring semester
are available now. The Office
of Resident Life now is
accepting applications to fill
spring vacancies.
Applications can be
picked up in Huffman A,
room 101 in the Village.
Contact Stephanie Carr
with any questions at carrss
or X8-6275.

Exhibit spotlights
religious icons
An exhibition displaying
25 Byzantine icons from the
Madison Art Collection go on
display Nov. 17.
The exhibition, "Orthodox
Art: Byzantine and Russian
Religious Objects,'' will continue for three weeks in the
Great Room of the leeolou
Alumni Center.
It features half of the
collection's holdings of the
images of Christ, the Virgin
Mary, saints, angels and
holy events.
The pieces were painted
by anonymous iconographers and were displayed in
churches and homes, and
also used as prayer aids to
help worshippers focus on
the subjects of the icons.

Adult literacy tutoring
opportunities available
HARRISONBURG — The
Skylone Literacy Coalition of
Ha rrisonburg/ Rockingham
county hosts volunteer tutor
training throughout the
month of November.
Many adults in the community need help in speaking
English and assistance from a
tutor would help, according
to a Nov. 4 press release.
To become a Proliteracy
Worldwide tutor, call the
coalition at 879-2933.

Bush pays tribute to
fallen U.S. solders
WASHINGTON, D.C., (The
Los Angeles Times) —
President George W. Bush
paid tribute Tuesday to the
military's "young men and
women who died in distant
lands," saying they gave
their lives not only to secure
freedom in Afghanistan and
Iraq, but also to ensure a safer
America for future generations — twin causes that, he
said, are "worth fighting for."
Leading the nation in
honoring all veterans, the
president also warned that if
democracy did not take hold
in Afghanistan and Iraq, terrorists almost certainly
would launch attacks on the
United States.
Tuesday morning, in a
somber ceremony under
slate-gray skies, the president
laid a wreath at the Tomb of
the Unknown Soldier at
Arlington National Cemetery,
then delivered his most
expansive remarks to date on
the gmwing death toll in Iraq
— 394 service members so far.
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Mothers raise funds for
families of fallen heroes
BY DAVID ALLEN

contributing writer
Helping loved ones of those
who gave their lives fighting for
their country. Washington, D.C,based The American Gold Star
Mothers, Inc., asked for support
on Veterans Day.
The group began shortly after
World War I and strove to aid the
families of fallen soldiers in World
War II, according to )MU graduate student Esther Howard.
However, after the Vietnam War,
public support quickly disintegrated and left many military families without any benefits, many of
whom drastically needed siuh aid
to live day-to-day, she said.
Sheri Scofield, Taylor Down
Under program coordinator. said
"There exists a void in this country
between public service in the military and the benefits returned to
them when our armed forces come
home. Especially with health can1,
we need to remember the hardships faced by the spouses and
families of those who sacrifice their
liv<s AH we're trying to do is create
aid and advocacy for our soldiers.
independent of partisan views."
Veterans across the board are
the largest group of any socioeconomie, ethnic or religious group
that are homeless in America, she
said. "It's very difficult to support
the war that has so many moial
aspects to it when such injustices
are occurring in our own country,"
Scofield added
The American Gold Star
Mothers contend that, regardless of
political disposition w belief in the
validity of war, we still must support our troops with more than
words alone, according to So A Id

"We need to honor the legacy
of those willing to make the ultimate sacrifice and give their
lives for this country. We need to
put our money where our
jmouthes are)," Scofield said.
The group hopes that
Americans will become conscious of the discrepancies faced
by the soldiers in receiving benefits from the government. The
group holds that such a public
outcry best can be made in the
polls and wishes for people to
become more politically active,
regardless of party lines, to help
aid the families of fallen heroes,
according to Scofield.
Freshman Jeremy Kowalski said.
It onl\ seems fair that mose who
help our nation by defending it
across the world deserve the peace
of mind knowing their families will
be taken care of in case of the worst"
Moreover, freshman Katie
Culligan Mid, "For all that military
families have to go through either
at home or abroad, the least we can
do is relieve the stress put on them
by alleviating their economic burden in times of need.''
For more information on The
American Gold Star Mothers,
visit uxoakgoMitnrHmu.com oreni.nl Dana Sherman at shermajm.
lb help The American Gold Star
Mothers provide for these families I shirts are being sold for
$15 with a banner honoring the
four branches of the military
o\ IT the slogan, "all gave some,
some gave all." Shipping is free
inside of the Harrisonburg area
and $5 outside of that. Checks
and donations should be made
out tot The American Gold Star
Mothers, Inc. 2128 Leroy Place,
NW-Washington, D.C., 20008.

( HU K M-\S\\i\IkniihiHuhU-rTnhme
President George W. Bush places a memorial wreath at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier in a remembrance ceremony to mark Veterans Day Tuesday at
Arlington National Cemetery.

Students guided in understanding destructive relationships
Counseling center provides
definitions, solutions to abuse
BY REBECCA DOKSC HI I

contributing writer
Every nine seconds a
woman is assaulted, according
to a seminar on "Understanding
Destructive
Relationships,"
sponsored by the Counseling
and Student Development
Center in Taylor Hall Thursday
Senior Grace Kim and junior Amanda Lindberg, both
Pfych 402 students participating in an independent study,
directed the session. In addition to many facts about
abuse, Kim and Lindberg
ml .in overview on recognizing ii"' "i'im 'ypos of
destructive MtattunatajN and
abuse — physical, sexual,
nienl.il verbal and emotional.
According to Kim, 95 per-

,,■111 ol abuM victim m
women, and one in eight rape

victims are male.
Lindberg said any relationship that is threatening and
physically or mentally demeaning is a destructive relationship.
"Pay attention to your gut
feelings she said. 'II you feel
something is not right and you
do nothing to change it. then this
behavior is a sign that you are in
a destructive relationship."
According to Kim, "Physical
abuse is the most obvious kind
of abuse and n follows a pattern
— a cycle of violence."
She said there are three
stages HI violence, and the
lust stage consists of minor
verbal, and sometimes physiwil. abuse. The second stage
entails an acute battering
incident where something
triggers the abuser to lose
Control The last stage is 'the
honeymoon stage,' where the

abuser realizes that (he or she]
went tcx> far, and both the victim and abuser want to believe
it won't happen again."

defined as "any abuse used to
undermine self-esteem and sellworth of the victim and make
the abusers feel better about
themselves." Some characteristics of this type of abuse include
threats, humiliation, rejection
and abandonment.
'There are many occasions
where the victim was abused .is a
child," Lindberg said. "Having
grown up in abusive Relationships, they do not realize that this
— Amanda Lindberg behavior is not normal."
junior
lindberg also addressed reasons why a victim would PJOI
leave his or her abiwr
"Abusers have ,i niie side to
Kim defined another type them," she said. "Their partner
of abuse, sexual abuse, as "any sees this side and it makes them
sexual behavior that is unin- hopeful for change, making
vited and violates the victim's them blind to the abuse
right
to
refuse
sexual
In most destructive relationadvances." She said, "Many ships, "the victims become isolattimes sex is used to humibate, ed and lose their friends, thus
hurt, degrade and dominate becoming dependent on their
abuser," according to Lindberg
the partner."
Other less obvious types of
"In order to help them deal
abuse are mental, verbal and with abuse, you must help them
emotional, which Lindberg recognize it, rvinforce the fact that

-64-

Pay attention to your
gutfeelings.

-99-

you'll tlx-rv tor trum, [and that|
you *..ire about them," riw Msd
"Be non-judgmenl.il, accepting
and supportive no matter what
choices they make."
She said it wm important for
a victim to not make axi UNI tot
his or her abuser "It is also
important to ante I support
system tor your abused tnend
because U win be vtry difficult
and draining to be their only
outlet," she said.
Kim spoke on the importance
tit support, and said. It is scary to
be out thereon vour own
Senior Jennifer Wutka said, "1
found il mlh helpful to k-.mi
about the different tvpi
daatrUCttva relationships, espeualk MI ooDege student lnfUM
we are faced with different1 situa
tloni all the time." She said it was
"also good to know there are
resouavs pnnided for us right
here on campus."
Tok'am more ah Hit theCSlXT
andothti vamo I louse services,

visit its Web site
tmnxfrniuduM mimetingctr/.

at
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P-I»l. from page 2
Krista L. Tepsich. 18, of
Duncannon,
Pa.,
and
Hooman Saberini, 18, of
Great Fall, were arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana Nov. 9 at 4:30 p.m
for an incident that took
place between the parking
deck and the lake area Sept.
14 at 10:54 p.m.

Dark beer may be better for heart
BY JOHN FAUBER
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Like chocolate and winr,
the .l.irkrr tin1 bevr, (lie lx-ttcr it
may be for youf ln-.irt. .nurd
Ing to a new study.
In u omparison of C iuinness
Stout, a dark Inn ,nul
I leinekon, a tight beer, the darker brew substantially had more
anti clotting activity in their
blood, according to a University
ot Wisconsin-MadiMMi scientist
who presented his findings
Tuesday at the American I leart
Association annual meeting.
Guinness proved to be about
t\\uv .is effective at preventing
the blood platelets from clumping and forming the kind of clot
that can cause a heart att.uk.
according to the study's main
author. |onn r'olts. a |<rot,-ss.vr ,.f
medicine and nutritional director of the University of
Wisconsin
Coronary
Thrombosis Rest-arch and
Vascular Biology Laboratory.

The beneficial effect comes
bom flavonoids in the beer
Havonoids are antioxidant compounds that provide the dark
color in many fruits and vegetables. There are hundreds of
flavonoids in beer. Foils said.
Flavonoids also work to prevent the oxidation of cholesterol,
which plays a role in causing
atherosclerosis — known as
hardening of the arteries. "They
also help arteries to dilate, which
improves blood flow and Hood
pressure, he said.
I oils did his research in test
tube studies and on eight dogs
I le said a person would have
to reach a blood alcohol level of
0.06 in order to get the optimal
anti-clotting effect, tie said that,
tor the typical person, that could
be accomplished with two 12ounce bottles.
However, doctors warned
that even though dark beer
may have heart-healthy prop-'
I'rlii-s. it also has a downside
that could negate anv benefit

— extra calories.
Dark chocolate and red
wine have similar properties,
but they also provide extra
calortei, and obesity is a risk
factor for heart disease.
'The bottom line is obesity is
a major problem," said Alice
l.uhtenslein, a professor of
nutrition at Tufts University and
vice chairman of the American
I leart Association's nutrition
committee. "People need to
worry about energy balance."
She added that those foods
may have a lot of potentially
beneficial components, but it's
not well-known which ones
are the most beneficial.
"There is such a range of
dark beer and wines," she
said. "There is such variation
in the composition. It may be
that it's not all dark beer
(that's beneficial]."
Variation in the benrhu.il
components could be due to
diverse factors ranging from
storage conditions to growing

PROJECT: Sophomore
Class Council raise funds
PROJECT, from page 3
show, i-ach finalist had 60 to 90
seconds to show his or her personally and dance skills to the
judges. The judges eliminated
Cross and Bernier.
I or the second portion of the
competition, the finalists had to
freestyle dance for 45 seconds.
This focused on the finalist's versatility and ability to change with
the song. Although this portion
was based on audience applause,
the judges still made the final
decision. The judges eliminated
Scott and Yudson
Hollowing intermission was
the third portion of the competition when Parks taught her own
16-count choreographed dance to
the remaining finalists. Gilbert
and Kao were eliminated.
Placed on opposite ends of
the stage and relying solely on
the crowd to determine the win
ner, both women battled each
other for five songs.
IXincan was the official win-

ner of the first Trie Wade Robson
Project Madison Style.
"It feels great," Duncan said
upon winning. "I've been dancing for 12 years, and performing
onstage allows me to give back to
the crowd so they can enjoy it"
Sophomore Julie Kupelian
said, "I thought it was really well
done, and the turnout was amazing There was a lot of talent here
tonight, and this was a really
good program for SGA to)vivi
Although the competition
went smoothly and the crowd
was pleased, many audience
members felt the competition was
not judged impartially. Kupelian
said, "Part of (winning) was how
many friends you had there to
cheer on the crowd so your friend
could win"
The Sophomore
Class
Council raised $1,033 for the
sophomore class to participate
events such as Relay for Life,
Up 'til Dawn and the Class of
2006 Ring Premiere.

conditions, she said.
However, Ronald Korthuis,
a professor of physiology at the
I ouisiana State University
Health Sciences Center, said
Folts' research bolsters epidemiological studies suggesting that alcoholic beverages
can reduce heart attacks.
"What is impressive about
Dr. Folts' observations is that
the Havonoids in dark beer
produce anti-platelet effects
that rival those of aspirin,"
Korthuis said.
By understanding how
these beverages work, it may
be possible to develop therapies that mimic alcohol's beneficial properties, "but do not
produce the unwanted negative social and pathophysiologlttl effects," he said.
In the meantime, he has at
least one more study in mind.
"We'd like to do a study and
have people drink dark beer for
two weeks and drink two weeks
of light-colored beer," he said.

Property Damage
A JMU student reported a
fire extinguisher was discharged maliciously in Bell
Hall Nov. 9 between 12 a.m.
and 2:33 p.m.
Grand Larceny
Two JMU students reported
the theft of a wallet, a purse,
a cell phone, and a camera,,
along with other items from
Dingledine Hall Nov. 8
between 1 a.m. and 1 p.m.
All property was recovered.
Petty Larceny/Fraud
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a wallet between
Nov. 2 and 3. The wallet contained a a check card, an ATM

card and cash, along with
other items. The check card
had been used. The case currently is under investigation.
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a JAC card from a
table in D-hall Nov. 10
between 11 and 11:30 am
Harassing Phone Calls
A JMU student reported
receiving a phone call
requesting personal information in Shorts Hall Nov. 7
at 4:45 p.m.
A JMU student reported
receiving harassing phone
calls for an extended period
of time in Bell Hall Nov. 9 at
1:45 a.m. The case currently is
under investigation.
Harassing Computer Messages
A JMU student reported
receiving harassing messages
in White Hall Nov. 9 at 3:30
.i in. The case currently is
under investigation.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 46

BOOKS: Professor
studies journalists
HOOKS, from page 1
itself over race, while editors of the South had a role,
j forum and an authority
unequalled before or since.
Those who had the
courage and integrity to
claim the moment — who
saw right and spoke for it
— were few, but they filled
a tremendous void."
In Leidholdt's most recent
book, "Editor for Justice," the
subject was journalist I .mi*.
Isaac |aff, who, according to
leidholdt, had an "acute sensitivity to injustice "
Jaff's accomplishments
included winning a Pulitzer
Prize in 1929 as editor of TTic
Virginian-Pilot and spearheading Virginia's antiIvnching movement.
(aff's work in the Red
Cross Press Corps after
World War I exposed him to
human suffering and galvanized his empathy for

underdogs. Jaff was one of
the few American newspaper editors who warned
early on of the ominous rise
to power of Adolf Hitler,
according to Leidholdt.
(aff's successor as editor
of The Virginian-Pilot, Lenoir
Chambers, was the subject of
leidholdt's
first
book,
"Standing
Before
the
Shouting Mob." Chambers
won a Pulitzer Prize in 1960
for his advocacy of peaceful
desegregation.
Leidholdt relies principally on collections of personal
papers, old newspapers and
secondary sources.
"I never heard of these
figures
before,
but
[Leidholdtl made the subject
seem very interesting, and it
gave me a better understand ing of how just one person
can truly make a difference in
the lives of others," freshman
Shirley Hibbard said

loni, Kelly and Stephen are sad.

Make them smile •••
write for NEWS.
(Ignore Toni. She it confused.)

e-mail breezenews@holmail.com

or call X8-6699

Something Missing?
Want More in Life?
We Specialize in:
■Cantonese
•S/cchaim
•M;ukiann Cuisine

"The Taste of the Orient"
We always use the freshest ingredients.

1Q Year Anniversary Special

10% off

dine-in meals
Lunch and Dinner Buffet Everyday
Want a new meaning in what you do best?
Explore your options as a
Sister of Bon Secours.

For more information visit our web site at
www.bonsecours.org/vocations or contact

Lunch: Mon.- Fri. $5.25
Sat. & Sun. $6.25

Over$10°°i$£ 2 Egg Rolls*
Over $20°° 4S& Combination
.
Fried Rice*
!

Sr. Patricia Dowling, CBS
Vocation Director
1525 Marriottsville Road
Marriottsville, MD 21104

:>■'<■>"■" W General Chicke

Appli.-,
May r*< Bel."--

OPEN

Phone Toll Free 1-877-742-0277
410-442-0267
Email: pat_dowling@bshsi.com

■*■

SISTERS OF BON SI

Dinner Mon. - Ihurs. $7.95
Fri. - Sun. $8.95

Sunday-Thursday
11:00 am.- 10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11:00 am.- 11 p.m.

1 "clfvcryC

vhjnaJ
China
Jade
H 2*7

"»

_

(540)564-1810
(540)564-1922

For Delivery,
call Dinner to Go
438-9993
1790. #120 E. Market St • Harrisonhurg, VA 22801 • (Next to Kroger)
8H
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LOT: Students report car break-ins FRONTIER: Image
LOT, from page 1
when people an? packing up to go
home, is when we see more incidents with car damage and stolen
property," Shifflett said.
Cr.iwW'\ soul. "The polkt
who approached me told me
[JMU car vandalism) happens
once Off twice I year, and their attitude was basically 'tough luck.'"
Shifflett responded that
such an attitude is not typical of officers.
"Our officers are service-oriented — we strive to do whatev,T it takes to help out the students," Shifflett said. "If such a
thing happened, I hope the students will contact us about it.
"I had my own car bniken
into s,> \,Mrs Mp, 10 I can understand their frustrations and
pains," he added.
Lytell also said she was dissatisfied with the way the school
kindled her situation.
"Something seems reallv
disorganized/' Lytell said.
"Campus police called me at 4
p.m. to tell me my car was broken into, so I went to see.
Then, they called me ag.nn al
11 p.m. to get me to describe
the officers who 1 had seen.
"I mean, do you not even keep
a record of which officers are out
on duty? And what's with the
seven-hour data 1 I vtell said.
Crawley said she was surprised Lytell had been notified at 4 p.m.
"I went out to my car and
saw the damage around 8

p.m.," she said. "No one had
called to li-t ma know."
Chief Shifflett explained that
part of the delay is caused by the
dirhculty in contacting srudmts.
as well as the officers' shifts.
"When students are at class, it
makes it difficult for us to contact
them," he said. "Also, i»ur officers
are continuously checking in and
out, so one officer who deals with
a certain case has to pass on that
case to ancHher one.
"On top of that, we do a lot
of double checking, which
slows down the process considerably," he added.
Lytell questioned the number of police officers on parking lot duty.
"[|MU police officers! t»»ki me
they had just arrested two guys
who had done this kind of thing,"
Lytell said. "If something like n
has already happened, why don't
they have more officers exit there
patrolling?"
Then1 are as few as two or as
many as six officers patrolling at a
time, according to ShiffUtt
Although
the JMU Police
LXrpartment said they cannot
release information on increasing
this number, and they plan to
ensure safety in other ways.
"We have some Othtf measures we can't discuss that will
be put into place M I result ofl
this," Shifflett
Lytell said that police should
consider the location of parking
lots when determining the degree
of security. "Especially since ifs

an off-campus krt, it's far away,
and people would pmbably be
less likely to hear noises and
strange activ the
The Student Government
taaodation has taken atepa to
work with JMU Police on the
parking lot safet\ issue. Last
nieaday nwantwi of the SGA
accompanied administrative
nu'inheis, including the campus police, in a "campus s.ite
ty/lighting tour."
They toured all JMU property
with regard to the lights anil their
placement around campus. They
aLso judged whether new lighting
was necessary and where it
should be placed.
They did not visit R2 Lot
because "there was a comment
made by one administrator about
[how] R2 Lot had been addressed
and is now well lit," according to
sophomore Cory Winter, SGA
chairman of student services.
Sophomore Jenny Brockwell,
vice president of administrative
attain., said that many improvements were made to the lot.
It is now better lit, and shrubbery and trees were trimmed in
an effort to increase visibility so
tlut it would be harder for tilings
such as this to happen," she said
lor example, it could prevent
people from hiding in trees or
behind rail shmbs or bushes to
attack someone."
Brockwell said she was told
bytheJMU Police that patrolling
has been increased to areas such
as the R2 Lot. SGA plans to com-

is an American look

municate with the police department about increasing patrol
more often, according to
Brockwell. "We'll also discuss
how we can best work together to
figure out what needs to be done
to prevent this stwt of thing from
happening again.'' she said
LVspite potential increased
patrolling. Winter added that students themselves can take actions
toward prevention.
Its important for students
to take careful precautions
whenever they park their car
overnight," he said. "While
I'm not saying that these victims of theft are partially
responsible, it's important that
students use common sense
when parking their cars, espeually when they are parking
them for an extended period of
time or overnight.
Being sure to park in welllit areas and removing any and
all items of value from plain
sight, such as cell phones, CD
players, CD binders, and any
other valuable item will help
deter future incidences of this
nature," he added.
Shifflett added that the
police department plans to use
all their resources to prevent
future break-ins.
"We will pay special attention
to K2 I ot. but not to the exclusion
of other off-campus kits," he said.
"Even if one car is broken
into, we will take it just as seriously," he said. "We're here to
serve the students.

FROSTIER, from fxige 1
its distinguishable setting,
according to Hall
"It was about the dramatic
location — an area where the
encroaching European settlement met up with the natives
of the land," Hall said. "The
barrenness, loneliness and
beauty of the Western landscape" played the major role
in these melodramas.
1 lall spoke OH I major icon
ot the American frontier —
W.F. "Buffalo Bill" Cody.
Buffalo Bill became famous
tor his outdoor reenactments
of dramatized life out West in
his "Wild West Exhibition."
A legend in his own time,
"he was the big, tall, dashing
matinee idol." Hall said.
Hall said that the only
thing that has paralleled his
success would be the Beatles
phenomenon in the 1960s.
"More people saw him than
any other person that existed
up to that point.' he said.
Buffalo Bill was so internationally famous that,
when on tour, his preview
posters simply would have
a picture of his face and the
phrase, "I'm Coming.'
Hall said, "He was the
image America projected to
the rest of the world."
Students at the lecture
responded positively. "When

he was talking, I started
remembering book reports
that I did in elementary
school," freshman Nicole
Martorana said. "It was neat
to reconnect with that."
Freshman |odi Miller said,
"1 was interested because,
having traveled out west a
lot, I'm already familiar with
[the figures Hall spoke onj."
Although the "Wild West
Exhibition" was without a
doubt the most popular in its
Cre, it certainly was not the
: or only Western show of
its time, according to Hall.
"Before 1860, frontier
plays were only an occasional
occurrence," Hall said. But,
after the Civil War, "Frontier
drama emerges as the single
most prominent form of
American plays."
Hall highlighted some
outside factors that led to this
explosion of Westerns, such
as a population boom and
improved communication
with the Transcontinental
Railroad and the telegraph.
Many of these melodramas
were built on actual presentday events, such as gold and
siher ftltakl or conflicts with
the native tribes, which gin
erated the imagination ot the
American frontiersman and
frabbed the attention of
lstern readers.

PROGRAM: Recruiters wanted SGA: Petition signitures in
PROGRAM, from page 1
and Wednesday in Taylor Hall,
n»orn 402,at 8:30pm the training for SMO's program will
take place Wednesday in Taylor
Hall, room 304, at 7 p.m.,
according to Dean.
'The best presentations are
those that reflect the student's
personal experience at |MU,"
Kncale said. "Though there is
specific information that participants need to know to be able
to fully answer respective student's questions."
The types of presentations JMU representatives

will give depends on the
specifications of the high
school. Some of the i
presentations include speaking to senior English classes,
running an information
booth in the cafeteria, speaking at an assembly, or being
stationed in the guidance
office for a day.
"No matter what format,
\'l< I I M reps will be prepared
to give any type t>f presentation,
and will have all the necessary
materials," Gnia/dowski aald
In the past, the number of
representatives has ranged

need to prevent tuition hike

from more than 150 to less than
100. This year, the program
hopes to attract 200 representatives, according to Adam
Anderson, I*R.I.U.E.'s adviser
in adnussions.
"Last year, we had Ml parti.
ipants return to their high
schools," Gniazdowski said.
PRIDE, allows JMU to
reach schools not normally
visited through admissions
recruitment travel. List \e.u.
the program visited schools
as far away as Florida,
California and Michigan,
according to Anderson.

SGA, from page 1
answered several questions.
The profile showed how many
male and female senators there
w,ere, the percentage of senators in each college and percent of grade, year, race and
home state. The results of the
survey within the SCA are
similar to those of JMU,
according to Culligan.
Student Body President
Levar Stoney mentioned during reports that the Executive

sni€

Board passed the Delta Sigma
Pi and Phi Delta Gamma
finance bills. He also said that
SGA was close to purchasing
the computers it voted on buying earlier in the year. Miller
also told the Senate that it had
$26,494 left for contingency
after passing the two finance
bills last week.
Senior Bellamy Brown, the
legislative action committee
head, discussed Virginia 21 at
the end of the meeting. rVofffl

Nov. 20 to 21, the SGA will be
near the on-campus post office
asking students to sign a petition that will be sent to the
Virginia Legislature asking for
more money to be given to
Virginia universities.
The state plans to increase
Virginia schools' tuitions by 6
percent, and the SGA hopes to
stop this bv signing the petition,
according to Brown. Students
can also fill out the petition at
action.virginia21 .org/petition
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SPORTSWEAR

is your one source for:

Congratulations Jo English,
this years recipient of the
Outstanding Parent of the Year award,
d her daughter,
ior Emily Dowdy!

Please call today, or go on-line
to request a FREE catalog.
1.800.524.4739 or www.hipeak.com

Don't forget
to shop
High Peak
Sportswear
on-line for:

www.hipeak.com
100% Cotton Light Steel T-Shin printed in 2 colors. Special price good thru 11/30/03 $ku#3O0O1O02A

Mrs. Glenda Rooney
Christina Deery
The Parent of the Year Committee
rl all those that made this so successful!
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Unless you are a regular attendee of athletic
events, there's no need to impress your parents
with your five hours of acquired school spirit.
ZAK SALIH

senior

OPINION
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Comparing [James] to who most people call the greatest player of all time
still is a stretch at this point. He*s
only played seven games.

Between the Lines
HOUSE

Parents deserve truth
about college lifestyle
ZakSallh
Almost two weeks have
passed since Parent's Weekend,
when ! watched the last few
parent-driven minivans and
SUVs pull off the grassy lawn
outside my residence hall and
make their way to the main
artery of Interstate 81 and back
toward home
Campus has eased back into
normality like a chameleon
tired of its tricks. We have settled sediment-style into the
Mmilun routine of our parentless college lives. We still an?
digesting those Outback
Steakhousc steaks and Kline's
ice cream cones and are stocked
up on supplies from Wal-Mart
and those special "I-haven'tMVII vou-in-so-long" gifts.
Yet, part of me reels as if the
past Pannt I Weekend, like the
other three weekends I've
endured throughout my tenure
hen', was more of a farce man a
celebration — a failure instead of
a MatOBM It the purpose of
I 'atvnt's Weekend is to bring parents and their children together
for some special events around
campus, then, by all means, it
deserves a rousing applause.
But. I've always thought that
I 'arenl s Weekend also should be
an opportunity tor parents to see
how their spawn live far away
from home. It should be an Indepth, on-site analysis <rf what
exactly goes on at JMU during
the average wtvkend, not some
super-glossv formal event.
How about a new plan for
future Parent's Weekends — a
complete overhaul, a full-body
makeover* Instead of continuing to present to our parents this
illusion of a typical JMU weekend a> st tme bustling celebration, let us instead give them a
mugh-and-rugged lesson in
how college students live when
they don't have the pressure of
parental eyes looming over their
every movement.
After all, these are the people
who comeived us, who raised
us up to be bright, shining
exampU-s df middle class success — don't we owe it to them
to tell the truth?
This tWO-dlV event would
not be Parent's Weekend but
instead Alternative Parent'■
Weekend. There would be no
schedules or formalities, no
gmup events or group dinners.
Instead, this groundbreaking attair would cater to the
individual student and his or
her family. It would begin

Friday morning with the traditional convoy of vehicles
pulling into campus just in time
to attend those 8 a.m. classes.
No special parking passes or
grassy lots for these parents —
they'd better hope they can find
a legitimate spot for their vehicle on pain of a freshly printed
parking violation. If your child
attends classes up at the
Modular Building, I suggest
arriving a good half-hour early.
The beauty of Alternative
Parent's Weekend lies in its brutal frankness with those we
love. If you're one who spends
Saturday nights holed up in
study kxinges or library cubicles, then your parents and sib
ling* will suffer there with you,
pouring over advanced calculus
or an indecipherable poem and
typing out research papers until
the first rays of dawn. Perhaps
we can get cosponsorship with
some professors and see if they
can't pass out some extra assignments for the special occasion.
No mass exoduses to
Bridgeforth Stadium will be
necessary. Unless you are a regular attendee of athletic events,
there's no need to impress your
parents with your five hours of
acquired school spirit.
Best to show your parents
how you really spend those
mornings — sleeping. The
only sleep more deep, sweet
and satisfying than a college
student's sleep is that of a
dead man. Trust me, your
parents will feel like they
haven't been sleeping properly for the past 20 years.
Remember, we're talking noholds-barred, backstage pats
access to our lives. We want our
parents to drown in the sights
and sounds of the college student stereotype.
We want Dad and Uncle Bob
to wander with us to the back of
a gas station on the search for
that perfect keg or 24 pack. We
want mothers dressed in low
cut tops and near-invisible skirts
accompanying daughters on
their walks of shame along
South Main Street in the early
morning haze.
We want the parents and
guardians to march proudly
with their band student children
on the turf at the football game,
to marvel at the logical limitations of trying to get a decent
meal out of a punch, to lounge
in the residence halls at 2 a.m.
see PARENTS, page 9

EDITORIAL

LeBron James shows all the hype was justified
For months, the spotlight has
been on prep basketball phenomenon LeBron James. He was touted
as a star even before his junior year
of high school. During his senior
year, some of his games were sold
on the Pay-Per-View Network.
Finally, in June, the obvious
occurred when the Cleveland
Cavaliers selected James as the No.
1 overall pick in the NBA draft.
Since then, media and hoops
fans have been speculating about
whether or not the 18-year-old
Ohio native could live up to the
hype. Would he falter? Would he
be the next Harold Minor, who
was branded "Baby Michael
Jordan," but was out of the league
after several mediocre seasons?
Would he buckle under the pressure and freeze up in the limelight
as his recent Nike commercial
briefly depicts?
Not even close. In his first NBA
game Oct. 29 against the
Sacramento Kings, James arguably
was the best player on the court
He was the Cavaliers' starting
point guard and played 42 of 4R
possible minutes — the most of
any player on either team
If that wasn't impressive
enough, James scored a game-high
25 points, and finished with nine

assists, six rebounds and four steals.
Although Cleveland lost the game,
the public's short-term expectations
of James had been met.
Since then, he has continued
his solid start. In his seven total
games this season, James averages
almost 16.9 points a game, 7.3
rebounds and 6.6 assists, while
averaging over 40 minutes per
contest Compared to the rest of
the league, his statistics make him
one of the most complete players
so far this season. Not bad for a
kid who will not turn 19 for
.mother month and a half.
The question on whether or
not James is the next Jordan is
not something that immediately
can be answered — to the dismay of Cleveland fans. James
has shown his potential and has
proved, albeit briefly, that he
can hang with anyone on the
court. Comparing him to who
most people call the greatest
player of all time still is a
stretch at this point. He's only
played seven games.
There are similarities, however.
When Jordan came into the league,
it took him several seasons to gel
his team into the playoffs, but ne
eventually won six NBA titles.
James likely will encounter a

similar situation. The Cavaliers
are 2-5 after a two-game winning
streak. While it still is too early
to tell, many do not think that
Cleveland will make the postseason this year — meaning that
they still are a few years off from
being a legitimate contender.
Off the court, the mediadubbed "King James" already
has marketed himself in a way
similar to Jordan. James signed a
$90 million contract with Nike, a
company that owes part of its
success to the sales of Jordan
shoes and merchandise. James
also signed with the Upper Deck
Company, LLC, as well as The
Coca-Cola Company, where he
is the new face for Sprite since
fellow NBA star Kobe Bryant is
facing sexual assault charges
Many critics said — and even
hoped — that James would fail
in the media-created frenzy.
Some critics also said that James
would not be the league's
Rookie of the Year — they said
that would go to James' mediacreated rival Carmelo Anthony.
Thus far, he has proven them
wrong, but only time will tell if
James can live up to the longterm expectations that Jordan
set in the 1980s and '90s.
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A "you're-never weliome-b,u k-to-ourplace" dart to the anonymous suspects
who thought it would be funnv to dump
all our fish tin*! and some beer into our
fish tank Friday night.
/ wm thm wommtti who threw i fwrfy
Fruluu night, ptiitl fin the hrr wit WHO drinking
and ilo not appreciate ytnt --piking ow fwh umk.

A "you-don't-know-how-ama/ing-vourtiming-was" pat to the vandali breaking
ingacornmoti(minm\ neighborhood Hallowivn night.
From ii soplionknv tWie alrcndu WM lunni
cuffed but was let go In/a police ofti.er who had
to attend your I

[ jurj Dean

Photo editor

Dart.

A "puking-has-nevei boen-so-enjovable"
pat to the Triathlon Club that put on an awesome Uoughnut 5-K run complete with cool
I-shirts, cool people .1 beautiful day and
yummy-doughnuts
From a wphomoregirt who luis run fiftenaj 5Ks at JMU ami think* this WM the K*f one yet.

Dart.

Pat...
A "llunks-for understanding-that-college-girls-.ire-poot-.md-need-to-eat" pat
to the wonderful Dining Service ladies
for lunch Tuesday.
From three junior girts who appreciate
you understanding thai wo tptno till our
bin. h nioneu on wm

A "why-the-library" dart to the two rxxv
pke who were having sex in a study corral in
the library Tuesday morning and disrupted
my peaceful studying.
/ mm .i junior who lias foui exam* tha week.
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■ Breeze Reader' s View

Bag craze highlights deeper desire for individuality, expression
VanessaElmer
Let us ponder for a moment
how we, as individuals, express
mirsilvis through personal
appearance. In my personal
contemplation, several things
come to mind. We can express
ourselves thmugh hairstyles,
wardrobe, accessories, tattoos,
piercings, facial expressions,
posture, etcetera.
rh6M things, although
not completely indicative of
who we are, undoubtedly
express something of the
internal to the extern,) I
world. With that in mind, I
would like to pose a question
— why conform to a particular trend when it is compromising to individuality and
creativity as a whole?
I hope I adequately have
introduced the problem,
which I have come to refer to
as the "Vera Bradley ClUt
I'm sure that if you are a student or faculty member who
walks the campus of JMU,
you have noticed dozen-, of
female students carrying
some vanalion of the ultratrendy Vera Bradley bag.
The bags can be seen in
several different prints, seem-

ingly resembling quilt patterns. Although Vera created
some variation in her fashion
sensation, it certainly is not
enough to accommodate the
swarms of eager ladies who
are lining up to buv them.
Here my question presents
itself — if the way a person
accessorizes inevitably is a
reflection of self, why would
a person display something
that so many others display?
I walk through campus
every day only to see flocks of
girls carrying the same bag or a
bag similar to the others. 1 woniier if it is not something Vera
did on purpose simply to irritate those perceptive enough to
notice the difference
A Vera Bradley advocate
might make the argument that
the different patterns and different colors provide plenty of
variety, but there only are about
live to 10 different patterns, and
hundreds of people carrying
them. You do the math.
In order to delve deeper into
the Issue, we might want to
ponder why we follow trends
to begin with. People conform
to certain ways of living ot
styles either because they truly

find it appealing in some way ing such trends consequentor because others also do it.
ly compromises originality
Thus, emerges the "cool" and individuality. Wearing
factor. The impressionable the same thing as so many
public, at all ages, lives for others exhibits no sense of
the cool. Nobody thinks creativity, and works against
about it or says it, despite innovation in general.
what '80s nonsmoking trailSo, we stumble upon the
ers might have us believe. On dialectic. Human beings live for
the contrary, the cool factor is invention and sense of self, but
something that works its way
into the subconscious.
Case in point — we see
someone else, or perhaps a few
someone elses, carrying a tote
bag that we like. The next day,
we see a few more people carrying the bag We lixik al the
particular people who are
wearing the bag and associate il
with an image. The cool factor
starts to rise up in our chests
We want the bag. We drool
over the bag. We dream about
the bag. So, we inevitably
conform to quench the desire.'
Now, we can breathe the cool.
This trend may have started with someone who genuinely liked the bag, and
bought it in an effort to accessorize with a creative flare.
1 ittle did she know her efforts
would be in vain.
Hence, I feel that embrac-

we systematically conform to
trends. We want to be tnugtnfr
rive and new, but we can't help
but a\ith out to all that is m.issproduced and commonplace.
Perhaps there will be no
resolution to the innate opposition. However, in reference
to the situation at hand, I
would like to suggest to the

eue CHT4

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Partial-birth abortion
procedure barbaric,
practice unnecessary
Dear Editor
■ it iv trw

HUM

IMUC in
America. the subject of partialbnth abortion is not. At least it
isn'l lor those familiar with the
details ot hou a pan
abortion is performed.

The baby partially

il

birthed and then its brains are
sucked out Pretty straightforward and not a pretty picture,
I know. Hut, this is why moat
Americans do not minil out
'awing the practice and nei-

ther do the folks speaking lor
them in Cong]
BUC ot partial-birth
abortion will not consume the
preaidentia] election ne> I
— as the house editorial
gests in the (Vt
The Breeze — be.
running who are against the
ban know it is a lot
In fact, don't look for abortion
to be discussed much
Do look for terror!
mk concerns to tmmp all
rhey are una \
able. Tlte election will be
dent George
W. Bush's job perform
related to those two Issues and
the altemat I
d bv

the Den
If I am wrong and abortion does become a topic
during t
eason, it
will be in the context of judireach. Usuallv i law
be put into practice
be challenged
in court, but not in
of p,irti,d-birth abortion.
Opponents to the law found
a judge willing to rul«
nwi overturn the law Hence the unwfll*
Congress to let Bush appoint
.■ho, in his \ h
make decisions based on taw
and not their p< I
I hate the fact that abortion

wd. I moral!) am
against abortion
with
: Hon to the standard speetcetera - but I think that it
should be up kl each pi
ting
want their moral i
I the government.
But, to revisit the partialbirth question, there is ■ fine
line between aborting a
and aborting
that
baby and could
Ive indepen<:<
mother's womb. That actually is murder.
1 think a rule like "tie gins
to the runner" should apply
here. In the spirit of \\

JMU population a move away
from the Vera Bradley Craze.
I walked from Warren Hall
to Harrison Hall the other
day and decided to count
hi HI many Vera Bradley bags
I s.m on the way I counted
23. Enough said.
VtmtU* Elmer is a sophomore I ngltih major.

potential lite ,\
Giving a fetus/baby the ben
I ins like
the humane thing to do.
inents ol the partialbirth abortion ban don't
accept the term
birth" and don't off)
stitute name. 1
want people to hear how the
: out.
It should tell you something about those who make
their living by working to
make abortion
possible Their goals go
beyond preserving
and borders on piohferation.
Tcague Hughes
JMU alumnus C99)

Letters to the
Editor should be
no more than 500
words in length.
Please send any
letters to

breezeopiii ion Q?
hotmail.com
Letters should
include a student's
phone number,
academic year
and major.

MUI422 and UPB Presents

SU®NG
and

grahamCOLTON <»
(as seen on tour with John Mayer and the Counting Crows)

November 19th
Wilson Hall
Doors Open 7pm Showtime 8pm
$7 in advance w/JAC card
@ Warren Hall Box office
$10 at door and Plan 9
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"No, 1 don't like to
watch 'real life'
movies because I feel
tlicy don't portray
things accurately."

"I definitely didn't
watch either. 1
watched 'Finding
Nemo'instead."

Rebekah Pak

Mo Heydarian

graduate student, education

junior, biology

campus
SPOTLIGHT
ERICA DAVmSlmtfplluoiraplif

d

"/ xvatclied the
Jessica Lynch movie
because I wanted to
know more details
about it."

13, 20031 THE BREEZE I 9
"No, because they're
manufactured,
sensationalized
stories designed to
make money."

Ashley Copenhaver

Nadine Wu

freshman, undeclared

senior, sociology

^^ Did you watch the Jessica Lynch or Elizabeth Smart movies? Jq[

PARENTS: Weekend shows reality
PARENTS.from page 7

with us and our friends and
engage in conversations both
philosophical and inane.
Forget about fancy dinners at
D-hall — there is no possible
way it could survive our massive overhaul of public lies.
Imagine the culture shock, the
gasps and cries of children when
we — as dutiful, loving sons and
daughters — bring our parents
to a typical Saturday night or
Sunday morning meal at our

dining facility. By removing the
smooth satin tablecloths and creative centerpieces, we will be
purging their minds erf illusion.
Then? will be no fancy carved
meats, snow crab legs, shrimp or
cream puffs at the Alternative
Parent's Weekend. You want fine
cuisine? Stick a sprig of mint into
your fried chicken patty.
When Sunday rolls around,
when the yellow glaciers of
scrambled eggs all have been
consumed and the mess in our

apartments from last night's
three kegger party has been
bulldozed, our parents can leave
campus knowing that their children are living the safe, comfortable, contained life of the typical
American college student.
Yes, they might be frightened, but our parents will be
proud of us because we have
taken the time and thought to be
honest with them
Zak Salih is a senior English and
SMAD double major.

What are you thankful for?
Send a brief description of no more than
50 words to breezeopinum@hotmail.com
Include your name, address, phone
number, academic year and major.
Submissions will print in the Nov. 24
issue of The Breeze.

After Party
Double Happiness

10pm to2am
$4 for rnemb*rs/$6 for nort
($ I off admission before 11 p.m)

cosponsored by:

http:/

'mig!NiWw WOPBI

Study Abroad Opportunities
in the United Kingdom
TODAY!!!
IRELAND
June 14-July 27
Courses In Writing and
Literature
BNFO SESSION:
November 13 at 4p.m. In
Taylor 302
E-mail: facknlsx@jmu.edi

ST. ANDREW'S AND
OXFORD
Honors Programs
INFO SESSION:
November 13 at 5p.m. In
Taylor 402

For more information on all
programs, please visit:
wivwJmu.edu/international

BRING YOUR

PJLLDJL
BACK HOME!
Proud Representotives Initiating
Dynamic Enrollment
Would you like to conduct an
information session for prospective
students at your hometown high
school, and tell them how great JMU is?

BECOME A

MADISON
P1I.D.E.
REP!
Come to ONE of the training sessions:
Monday, Nov. 17th, 7pm, HHS 2204
Tuesday, Nov. 18th, 7pm, Sonner Hall
Wednesday, Nov. 19th, 8:30pm, Taylor 402
http://www.jmu.edu/jmuweb/students/
news/students 3 42 3. shtml
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HOROSCOPES

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
i

Today's Birthday (Nov. 13) Foreign contacts can help you develop your talents and self-esteem this
year. Love is enhanced by travel, and vice versa Money's not a problem but don't gamble. Your be*
bet is a sure thing.

1

1

'

14

■

17

Aries March 21 -April 19
Today is a 5 - A quiet evening .it home is
^a luxury you can tStwd it you gel Into
fixing the place up a bit, you'll both be
refreshed as a result

;

W'

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22
Today is a 5 - If you can manage to stay on
tin bowl good side a little longer, you!
get more responsibility and maybe even
more pay. It's good exercise, too.

4fr;

Taurus April 20-May 20

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Toda\ is .1 h • How will vmi ever achieve
ims lh.it you ami your loved ones
>,M ipline .mil pra< lice, that's how
*
n't ,111 easier way.

t.

20

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 9 - You're very attr.it live
today in a self-assured, smoldering way.
( ontinue to do your job, but make time
for a romantic intrrlu.lo. too.

Lao July 23-Aug. 22
-. Today is a 6 - How s your intuition
^^^' working1 Might ,i> well give it A tr\
^^^^ I'M- it to solve .i puzzle .it homo, or to
find something th.it \ mi \<- lost

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
* •*- today \B» t - Don t May home and worry
v'^Rl about something vou'll never fix If you
^^* liH»k .it it from a broader pcrspe. h
^■*^> may leam to lute with it

...

27

t

•.
today isa5- By now, your investigation
jkjSP should have revealed the perfect thing for
(^^ von to get Don't think .ihmit it any longer
Mow .(UK Uv to secure the best.

Today is an 8 - If there's something you
f^y lust. .int maaaati irt * IK to dataaate An
XFS I'xperienLid friend or your partner might
do a better job anyway.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 9 - Yoq«an ba Und of shy
if*_ ^l sometimes, but that's not the case now.
Even it von re .i little awkward, you're
i]une t .iptiv.itmg.
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41

44
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49
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55

56

58

59

61

If

ACROSS
1 Small inlet
5 Competent
9 Epic tales
14 Carpet-seller's
measurement
15 Skirmish
16 Genetic copy
17 Mercantile
agreement
19 Somewhere
the way
20 Building wing
21 Authorization
22 Drive in
Beverly Hills
23 Downhill wear
24 Former capital
of Scotland
26 Legendary
29 Actress
Campbell
30 Have a bite
33 Mountain
nymph
34 Filleted
35 I love, in Latin
36 Remainder
37 Piano
technician
38 Blueprint
39 Blasting letters
40 Bit of gossip

■

47

41
42
43
44

Swanky
Yokohama OK
Diminishes
Church
donations
45 Orange variety
47 Moving
vehicles
48 Sheriff's gang
50 Film cuts
52 Book before
Nah.
55 Detest
56 In preferable
circumstances
58 Peter of
Herman's
Hermits
59 Israeli airline
60 Data
61 Stitched
62 Cosmo rival
63 Say Hey Kid '

"

57

.

l

A

R Today is a 5 - Put more than just your back
into the job if you want to succeed Put
your heart into it too, and vou'll find that it
goes a lot faster

11

27

•
Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

s c

10

16

'5

20

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

1

Answer to last issue s riddle
Penguins do not
live in the Arctic.

s

:•'■

4S

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle

How far can
a dog run
into the woods?

-

^1

j Today Is a 10 - You're looking good, and
youi intuition should be working
*hly welL I .ninth a project you've
thought about tor ,i long time, and l.mmh
spontaneous adventures, too.

—Tribune Media Services

RiDDi.ioftheDay

-

8

1

Ge-ninJMay 21-June 21
^
Today is a 4 - This is a good day for
jy^f making money, and making sure there's
ftS^ enough You sometimes resist the hvidgets
you set, but this time you can stick to tlvm

1

1

63

DOWN
Bistro
Of the mouth
Bridal netting
Part of a pitcher
Fearful
Donkey
comments
7 Young guys
8 Revelation
9 Damaged
10 Apportion
11 Robust
condition
12 Daughter of
Elizabeth II
13 Western lily
18 Clicked one's
tongue
23 Trellis part
25 At any time
26 Out into view
27 Site of
the action
28 Kennel Club
prize
29 Childhood
taboos
31 Astonish
32 Theater
awards
34 Black-andyellow flier

1
2
3
4
5
6

37 Toothpaste
container
38 Fruit stones
40 Respected
41 Wash out suds
44 Snitch
46 In unison
47 Very important
48 Kitchen
utensils
49 Bassoon's
cousin
51 Compaq rival
52 Gibson novel.
" Lisa
Overdrive"
53 Doubtful
54 Corp. bigwigs
57 Edge

8

Need an apartment ne
*

HURRY to Sunchase
and take advantage of:
* 4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartmer

V^-4\
*

* Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular
Sunbathing Area
afar*-

-*.

/

* Fantastic Fully-Equipped Fitness and
Business Center

m

/ * Superior State-of-the-art Clubhouse
* Conveniently Close To Campus
* Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and,
Foose^ball Tables,

MMWlIffllliW
540.442.4800 J§

www. sunchase. net
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Club raises money to keep riding,
gains experience along way
Story by contributing writer Sylva Florence • Photos courtesy of JMU equestrian club

Although riding may be
simply therapeutic for
some, for others, riding is a sport
that brings thrills and excitement.
PCW the members of JMU's equestrian club, riding provides a challenge to winning competiHoi
well as in how it is funded.
Despite any monetary issues,
members still enjoy riding in every
way. In fact, since its founding five
years ago, members of the equestrian
club have proved themselves "quite
competitive" during competitions
according to equestrian club President
|en Ross, a junior
"Our riders have gone to nationals
and won," Ro-.
Comprised of 62 members - two
of which are male — the
equestrian club is "a good
mix" of seniors, juniors, sophomores and freshmen, according to Ross.
The club competes with 10 college equestrian dub teams during light events each
year. Other dubs in me lnteiroUegiate
Horse Show Association include
Longwood College, Bndgewatcr College,
the University of Virginia, Hollins
University, Randolph-Macon Women's
College, Hampden-Sydney college,
Lynchburg College, Mary Baldwin
College, Washington & Lee University
and Radford University.
"We've sent individuals to nationals, but never gone as a team," Ross
said. "We're competing against varsity
teams with 30-year traditions." The
club hopes to go to nationals as a team
this year, according to senior
Stephanie McKaughan, a team member. The points must be added up
from every show the team has competed in before riders will know it
they can compete in nationals.

-66We have to fund over half
[the money.] and fund
our riding time.
—Jen Ross
junior

99

Members of JMU'i equestrian club take latsont frequently at Oak
Manor Farms, eapeclally before they enter a competition. In the
photos above, members of the team are riding In competition at
Radford University. From top to bottom: Senior Emily Juat, fresh
man Katie Johnson, Junior Courtney Crunk (second to last also)
and junior Cheryl Maiarowakl

Competing with and riding horses can be expensive and, because
the equestrian club is just that — a
club — funding doesn't come easily.
Lessons excluded, nearly $8,000 per
year is siphoned from the equestrian club's funds, which comes from
semester dues and fund raising,
according to club Vice President
Kerrie La Fleur, a senior.
Members participate in various
fund-raising events throughout the

r

year to pay for their participation in
events throughout the season.
"We have to fund over half |the
money,] and fund our riding time,"
Ross said.
In the past, everything from football
concessions and carwashes to
grams and T-shirts contributed to fundraising efforts, according to La Fleur.
Other fund-raising events include
raffles, at horse shows.
"We have a local tack shop in
Staunton called Bit n' Bridle that gives
discounts and donates |for the raffle-.].
Ross said.

_66JMU's equestrian club is
consistently ranked at the
top at riding shows. We
came very close to winning
[regions] last year.
— Stephanie McKaughan
senior

95
Lessons — the most cxpensiv ■ pall
of competing — are a part of the club
that is essential to its members, and
requires the most fund raising. A lesson plan that is paid per semester is
set up, depending on how many rimes
per week a given member wants to
ride, according to McKaughan. The
lessons range from $400 to $1,000 a
semester. Members take lessons one or
two rimes a week at Oak Manor Farms
in Weyers Cave, according to co-captain Emily Just, a senior. Also, at least
one practice or more before an event is
mandatory, and these lessons are
taken out of the lesson plan cost for
the semester, Ross said.
During lessons, coaches shout
out praise and criticism, helping
riders with their form and technique. Because riders are judged
on their efficiency and sophistication in the saddle, lessons provide
time to polish up riders' skills,
according to Ross.
Competition takes place on an
individual and club level. Each individual earns a score, which is tacked
onto group totals that carry through
the year. The country is divided into
four zones, according to McKaughan,
and the zones are broken down into
regions. Individuals and clubs both
have a shot at moving on to regional,
zone and state competitions.
"One of our goals is to have the club

win region as a team," Ross said. "That
would be a good goal competitively."
McKaughan said, "JMU'sequesh i
an club is consistently ranked at the
top at riding shows We came very
winning [region] last yeai
Although the club may be expensive to fund, one aspect members
don't need to worry about is equip
ment, although most members do
have their own The club's members
don't have to provide any of their own
equipment, with the exception of "a
boot with a heel," Just said. When
members ride, they need boots with
heels as a safety |
iheir
feet don't slide through the stirrups.
according to McKaughan.
Horses lljo are available to
member! of the ]MV team
along with Mary Baldwin
College'• and Bridgcwator
College's team. Oak Manor Farms, a
95-acre facility, provides horses and
amenities for the equestrian club. The
facility includes hekK indoor and
outdoor arenas, traits and boarding
facilities lor its Vl-plus horses, according lo the equestrian club Web site.
■ l"lu ci/lr/ri/iK'strraii
Although a few members own
their own horses, most borrow hofl
es, which are called "school hoi
from Oak Manor Farms.
"We have people from all levels,
from people who have never ridden to
people who have ridden their whole
lives," Ross said. "We need beginners
and experienced riders."
In addition to the hope of
prestige, the equestrian team
participates in community

tin i.e prajw M One: •vttii
Horse's Holiday, entailed members of the club parading horse-.
that they dressed up in different
( biistmas themes such as Santa
Claus and Rudolph, for elementary kids at Oak Manor. Last year,
300 kids came to watch the masquerade. La Fleur said.
Another event that may take place
in the future is a horseback riding
camp for the mentally and physically
disabled. Camp Still Meadows is a
therapeutic riding center that the
equestrian club is helping to get on its
feet, according to McKaughan.
"Camp Still Meadows would
have one lesson a week, and they
need people to lead the horses," La
Fleur said. "That would be our club
[members] — we're volunteers
The equestrian team participates m
social events as well, such as building
Homecoming floats and meeting for
mixers with other clubs, ]ust said.
For more information or to learn
how to join the equestrian club, visit
the club Web site
Financial difficulties, mixers and
dressed up horses aside, the equestrian
club at JMU seems to be thriving.
"We work harder than other
collegiate riding clubs," Ross said.
"Desire makes us competitive."
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Special Combination Matters

m OFF ilO OFF '5 OFF
' Any Purchase oft Any Purchase of
\$ 100.00 or Morei $50. OO or More

* SC1

Chicken Broccoli
Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mein
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Sweet and Sour Pork
Moo Goo Gai Pan
Chicken with Garlic Sauce
Hunan Chicken
Pork with Mixed Vegetables
Mixed Chinese Vegetables
* SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
* SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
* SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
* SC15 Hunan Beet
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
*SC 18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
* SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
* SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
■ SC6
SC7
SC8
SC9

Schools
Fraternities
Sororities
Fund-Raisers

• Cobs
• Corporate
■ Ren/linns

1950-F Deyerle St.
(Off of Neff Ave.i

H*fi &P%
At ihe intersection of
Port Republic Road

and Neff Avenue

(/'<///,/
OpCHWlk

oup.

All Entrees served with Plain
Choice of Soup; Wonton, Egg Dj

Any Purchase of
$20.00 or More

■ Tains

Mouse Pads
Vehicle Magnets
Banners
Photo Tees

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

Flex Accepted

Now Open 24-7
Featuring Liberty Gas
Kegs Available

Accepting FLEX!
For Everything

All entrees come with
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
only Qffij)
Wonton,
Egg Drop,
or Hot and Sour

* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

(excludes alcohol I

Get Morel

and don't forget..
25c Cheese Wontons
(limit 2 with $15 purchase)
Lunch Special S3.95 and up

Bring in this coupon to receive a great deal!

China Express

BUY ONE SANDWICH,
GET ONE FREE

1031 Port Republic Rd
Menu, Specials and Map Found On

Good for one week only — 11/13-11/20/03

GolL®®teOn.com

L^r

Ciood at Sponky'i downtown anytime and Spanlry't Express after 11 a.m.

SPECIAL THANKS
TO EVERYONE INVOLVED WITH HOMECOMING 2003/
HOMECOMM 2M>

AnneMane SlrickHi Eta

Katie 1 ally

ROTC

SftCIAl !HAN> VOU S

Wendell Esbenshade

Rick Larson

rr-cti' >■■ iii

Lauren Ahrami

Exit 245

TnaLaSlela

APO
a3M Pi-

Andrea Fischetii

Low Key

KathySarver
Ken Schlosser

Candace Flelcher

Jared Schwartz

Amanda Badger

Jessica Forrest

Becky Loyacano
Jiian Macey

Bill Baker

SalkeFuikhouser
JeffFurman WaMart

Madaon Dance Oub

SGA

Madison Protect

Shenandoah Bicycle Company

DaveGoMen

Shannon Mahoney

Colby Shifflen Coca Cola

Ina Baker Bnghi Ideas

PauiGooden

>V >.'.!'/

Baiba/a Shockley

Dave Barnes

Nancy Gray - American

HbjM NU ''",
Keith Mann

Sigma Kappa

Bn RMIHIHI
MUmrt
hM i Bam

Advertising

Sarah Barnes

Lauren Gniartowski

Ihe Marching Boyal Dukes

Sue Bauer

Terika Grooms aka. 'DJ

Meghan Maslanka

Hoy Hal

Mickey Matthews
Gail May

Sara Slough

Jeesica Begley
PhriBigler

Lauren Harmala

Trace Meadows

Janet Smith

a AC Officers and Volunteers

Donna Harper

Mike Southard Audio

Kely Smith

Black Lalmo Greek Caucus

Mansa Heberer
Steve Herman

Brian Milh'0
DebtHeMler

Tammy Sleele

TPHem

Jake Miter

Began Han
EMM

George Mom

Man Stuart

Tnnwa Moore
Motorcycle Police

Student Ambassadois
Carol Swinehari

Bndgegao Entertainment

Adam Hoover
Julie Huflman

Lauren Myers

Swing Dance Oub

Dr Doug Brown

Brian Hurley

Ashley Nguyen

Jen Switzer

Paula Brain

BMMW

SaraOwrey
Parade ParoOpants

David Tayka
WUTragert

l^Ri«> Participants

UPB
UPBVokiriieers

JMU Dining Services

Andy Parma

Mike Giro

JMU Events and Conlerences

Mar/PMpi

UMC Staff

Mart Cat

JMU Facilities Management

CMISS

JMUFootbalCapUns

Thomas Plane
Jen Poison

UKCGtadAstaMiis
JonUytkrwaal

KilCofcns

JMUUndscapngDept.
JMU Special Events Stall

Lindsay Puddy
Man Purdy

Phil Vasiar

JessConroy

OKI «EMESEin«II«

Comemporary Gospel Singers

JMU Utility Shop

iMQtHl

Dr Mark Warner

SueuaafflM a«r

Andy Cothern

JMU Women's Club Bugby
JMU Women s Club Field

Jen Ramsey

Wiktemes. Voyagers

Sieve Ray

KckWHey

HMH

CAartlSKILICE

Anna Tiemblay (Spring)

SPECIAL EWTS

Miniiinii CI1.1

Amanda SkikenlFal)

SetCMaffiM UUKl

Igl

sruBHisnin

Data Contri

Silci—flwCclwi

Linda Fabei

Cannie Campbell

Chns Stup

Ji*an Macey

FICIIIHES MINACIMENI

Kathy Server

SeaceaMM

Ji« Zagora

Bill Caracole

turn [vims
MCMMM

Sherry King

tutor

U-cMm

5< rin miii mm
SaecMMttlM Cw>«ri
BobGolson

Came Tagye
Laura Tarrant

JMU Cheerleaders

KflnM

SMCMMH

Oflice of Alumni Relations

JoeyJeiWskiMr Js

Mary Lyrme Smrtti

Snelia Moorman

RyanSyes

Into Hymn

Laura Carpenter

Lawson Rekens

Ann Simmons

Jen O'Brien

8W35

Cris Chain
He i. -ii i Rjtjneji

Carrie Tagye

Weridell Esoenstade

TedSudol

IHOP

Mary M. Mail

KfM Mbt

•IHLEIICS

N>te-Oriety

AmyButlei

Sutewan Our

M

SitcMMM Ce-caeiri

n

Overtones

Sara Slough

•UMEIHK

JonBryam

Amanda Jordan

SutcwMrm Culma

CKMKI

WtalHI

Wendy Jaccatd

CO* CNMimE
court

HOMECMIKCAl

Step Show ana Slier Parry

Dean Camp
PMME I n r lAllt

DaveUrso

R|GMb

Man Smiley

PaJCemobe.

?C03 hYjriecomng

,

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Amanda Skilen

Peaches'

I M '"< 1
Sean Bramgan

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

Sieve Shoup

Jessi Bavolack

lindey Blankenstlip

HOMECOMING 2003

Manilla Seddiq
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DINING SERVICES

RJMM

Course Volunteers (5k|
MaftCoyle

Hockey

Gabby Creu:
Jonathan Cromn

JMU Women's Club Soccer

ItckWard

Josh Reed

SheiaWilkarm
Wilson Haw Auoeonum ServRe*

JMU Men's Oub Soccer

W*e flexiode
Christopher Riechers

Bob Davis

JMU Sport Clubs Council

KtnMf

•WECIM

Headier Oevis

Andre* Kay

Lndsey Rinker

UlciWll Our

John Davis

JenKarey

Angela Ritchie

Edwaid Wimmer Road ID
Meghan Win

Nick Langridge

Knsbn DiVinceruo
Diane Doval

Shavalyea Wyan

"".KING SERVICES
SatcMHMlH CMr
Man Purdy

linVmiiillft Char

Devon Welsh
Meredith Wetss

Taylor Kennedy

Rockingham Rental
AumnRobbs

Mltftn

Dukettes

Connie Kerin
Charles King

Shaena Rogers

Zela Tau Alpha

Diane Elhon

Andrew Kne ale

PatRooney

821 Weslporl

hndaFllwn

Lakevm Golf Course

Dr Limood Rose
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■ No tragedy about it

"...it's a great way to see what
fellow students are creating."

STYLE

Masterpiece Season depicts
despair and revenge in
Greek tragedy "Medea."
tM dory Mow
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ESTHER GERTIN

senior
see story bttow

THEATRE REVIEW

Glow compilation
radiates best of club
Bv KATIE HANDLON
contributing writer
A well-known nightclub
soon will make its musical mark
on the global tech-trance scene
with the release of "One Night
at Glow, Washington, D.C."
"One Night at Glow,
Washington D.C.," released
Nov. 4, is a compilation of global trance and pmgressive techno
music that can be heard at Glow,
held at Club Insomnia in
Washington,
D.C,
every
Sahirday night
The album fully represents
the vibe of a Glow party and
entices listeners with the mesmerizing and hypnotic sound of
trance music.
The music of Glow has
become a staple in the
Washington, DC, party scene,
according to Glow's Web site,
www.dubghrw.com. Glow, which
started in 1999, has gmwn into
the capital's best showcase for
both national and international
tech-trance artists, the Web site
states. The party has received
international acclaim and is
accepted as a reputable resource
for those who want to find cutting-edge dance music, according to the Web site.
Glow disc jockey and musical
director, Pete Moutso, gathered
together the latest dance tracks
from Kuropean artists such as
Paul van Dyk, George Acosta, DJ
Tiesto and Armin van Buuren, in
addition to others. The album
contains two discs and each disc
carries 15 tracks. All are full of
hard-hitting beats and flowing,
melodic lines that are sure to
make listeners feel they actually
are on Glow's dance floor.
Sonic Tribe opens the album
with "Synchronized," a remix of
the song by (eenie Green. The song
opens with a steady trance beat
and evolves into a hypnotic piece.
In this case, "Synchronized"
perfectly describes the ways in

Students bring Greek tragedy to JMU stage
Hi K
which Sonic Tribe creates its
complicated and rhythmii.iHy
hard-hitting sound.
"Synchronized" nmllMwi
the vibe of the album and the
feel of the party. Additionally on
the first track, the world's No. 1
DJ, Tietso, according to D/
Magazine's Top 100, adds his
own flavor to the album.
'Traffic" is a fun, beat-driven
piece that is meant to raise the
energy of listeners and partygoers alike. It is a montage of
rhythms and melodies designed
to get the party started, according to DJ Tietso's Wob sJI*V
wunaditietso.com.
Paul van Dyk makes his
appearance on the second disc
with a track called, "Nothing
But You," featuring the input of
fellow
tech-trance
artists
Hemstock and Jennings. This
song, as with the other tracks, is
a beat-infused piece that carries
clubgoers to the dance floor
with its pulsating vibe.
"One Night at Glow" gives
the listener an entertaining view
into the realm of progressive
tech-trance music fnim all areas
of Europe. There is something for
every type of music fan on this
album. The album expertly incorporates elements of other genres,
such as nick, pop, and even a
tinge of R & B into trance music.
Glow is held at Club
Insomnia every Saturday night
and is located at 714 6th Street
N.W. in Washington. DC
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l unpides recounts ilu- mythological taleol Medea
(senior Elise Boyd),a scorned woman, who residi sin
i ok his m ancient < Irecce, .mil lakes revenge upon her
husband, lason (Zach I ivingston), after, in hopes ol
advancing hi- political career, he leaves her for the
daughter "i ( reon the King ol ( .ninth Medea i- .1
powerful sorceress who takes vengeance on those
who have wronged her through deceit and murdei
Despite her \ indn in.' wa\ s, the audience i- able in
empathize u ith Medea's plighl and becomes charmed
by her conviction Medeareacts- or overreacts
in
lason's abandonment In embarking on .i killing spree
ol all ot Jason - loved ones
Professor Tom King, director ol "Medea, said lie
"wanted in pul .i nev> lake on the i .n ■ k Iragi dv." I le,
along with a well-selected . .>--t bring new light to the
. lassK ston ol Medea through incorporating innovative
choreography and sel design
Boyd, in thi lead role of Medea ...
.i. ,
and intense performance She charms the audience
\\\\\\ .i perfect rendition lason's disparaged wife.
Medea was brought in hit- In Boyd's vibrancc and
expert used the stage and In i 1M, Is lodepicl M
rage Bovd is supported bv .1 chorus, the members ol
which .i.i ,1-. narrators and function somewhal as
Medea's internal dialogue in ilu' play. Although
Boyd's acting sel her ip.ui from the resl ol the cast,
Livingston also gives .i solid performance as the witty
jason, who bears the brunt ol Medea - wrath
I ivingston livened the relativeh somber -inn with
consistent comedic timing. Senior Keith roster also

Dancers rock out Studio 355
Students drop it like it's hot this weekend in semester show
BY ERIN LEE

staff writer
Dance afficionados will
catch Saturday Night Fever
whin Ihe Studio 355 Student
Dance Concert raises temperatures with a torrent of fresh
talent and contemporary
dance moves at Godwin Hall
I hi- weekend.
Studio 355 includes 11
pieces choreographed by
student dance majors and
minors that are performed
by students who currently
are enrolled in a dance class.
The show also features the
Associate Ensemble, which is
comprised solely of freshmen.
Dance
professor
Shane
O'Hara choreographed a piece
for the Associate Ensemble,
which includes students who
are beginning dance majors
and minors, he said.
"The piece I choreographed
is called 'Mi Corazon,' which
means 'my heart' in Spanish,
and it is a fun, movement
group work on the Associate
Ensemble," O'Hara said.
Senior Fsther Gertin,

publicity director for the
concert, -.ml thr -how mostly will feature variation- .if
modern pieces.
Contemporary
dance
incorporates
WANNA Go?
comedic
routines
Sii in \i
and
DANCE
attempts
to poke
CON< IK I
fun at the
traditionWHEN:
al formality
of
Nc>\. 15
dance,
according
WHERE:
to Gertin.
GODWIN
Every
aspect of
HALL 335
the concert is pniduced by students,
including the lighting, stage
crew, music and costume selection, and directing, Gertin said.
Auditions for the concert
were held three weeks ago,
using the choreographed
dances that were performed
and graded in classes, according to junior Christina Clark,

one of two student directors
of Studio 355.
According to Gertin, "One
daitOi ll very contemporary
and starts eft modern and
goes to hip-hop, while another piece is modern but uses
classical music."
The show traditionally
incurs in the fall and spring,
near the end ol each semester, in an effort to ihOWCSM
the efforts ot th. dance students ,ind the techniques
they have learned throughout the semester.
Each spring, the dance
program competes in the
annual American College of
Dance Festival Association,
which is held at a different
participating imlvtlttt] i K li
year. A piece from the Studio
355 concert might compete at
this year's ACDFA, according to Gertin.
This vear, the MidAtlantic Kegion ACDFA competition will be held at
Cieorge Mason University.
The concert will run Nov.
13 through the IS at 8 p.m

New Movies:
Regal ClnemM

Nov. 13 through 19
Cumpitnt by Kira Col\ in

in Godwin Hall, room 355.
The show is $6 general
admission and $3 with a
JAC card. The money raised
by the concert will be donated to the dance fund to
make scholarships for summer dance programs available to dance majors and to
fund local artists who come
to teach master classes,
according to Gertin
The concert Friday will
feature a reception with food
and beverages at the end.
"I think people should
come see the show because
it's a great way to see what
fellow students are creating,
and it's a different activity
on campus that you can only
see twice a year," Gertin
said "It's a fun concert and
is not as formal as what you
are used to seeing."
Clark said, "The concert
opens up a new form of art
because you don't see contemporary . modern dance
around here, and it's different from other clubs
around campus."

.■ .in.l the characters personalities.
I inkelstein hung large sticets ol window -. reen from the
ceiling above ilu- stage thai reflected the stage lighting
beautiful!) and created various atmospheres
accurately portrayed the mood o( each scene Ihe light
ing . hanged is ith ,1. hameleon-like effect in displaj thi
emotions ol the characters
I he stage itsell also told parl ol the story. 1 tali ol
th< itagc floor flaunted .1 mosaic pattern ih.it 1-. hai
acteristn ol ancient Creek .lesion, King said. The
other halt nl tin- tlnnr, which was painted bronze,
gave Ihe illusion ol .1 dragon's scales, alluding to the
powci Medea exhibited when -he killed .1 dragon
during .1 battle prior to the storj
I'I Maske, the choreographer, -.ml that the move
in. nt- in ill.- dance sequences mainly were executed
In th.' chorus .mil were inspired In .1 combination nt
. x.'ii. -!\ le- nt dance.
|l| started [envisioning) tWulilW') Eastern themes
li in angles (when planning the choreograph)
nt th.- playl So mi direction started to go in that
area," Maske said, ("he fluid choreography, coupled
with th.' Mi.l.ll.' Eastern costume design, helped to
give tin- version ol 'Medea originalirj and depth,
.11 . nl. 11II;.; |o klllg

I liked Medea - costume," senior Kayla /inn -.ml
11 In- ...li 11-| were cool .nnl calm on the outside, hut
r.'.l underneath loshov. her true personalitj "
Medea' 1- showing .it the Latimer-Shaeffer
rheatre through Saturday All performances begin at
8 p in . .111.1 tn k.t- are $8 for general admission and
$6 with a I U card
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WXJM brings bright star
with Explosions, Zykos
Bv MEGHAN NICHOLS
contributing writer
This past Friday night,
WXJM, JMU's student-run
radio station, hosted a concert
of four emerging rock groups
to broaden the musical horizons of the student body.
The
headlining
band,
Expkisions in the Sky, lived up to
its name as its sound resonated
thmughout the PC Ballntom.
This entirely iastrumental quartet often is compared to the
sound of other post-nxk hands
as Mogwai and Godspeed,
according to a June 2002 article of
77if Austin Chronicle. Explosions
in the Sky delivers passionate
songs whose energy continuously IniikK, dies down and builds
again, causing multiple climaxes
in a single song. The band has
coined its multiple climax characteristic "silence to violence."
Explosions in the Sky's
newest album, "The Harm Is Not
ACold Dead Place," features ftvt
songs, including "first breath,"
"after coma" and "the only
moment we wen* alone." The
disk as a whole evokes a range of
emotions from sadness and long-

ing to aggressive anger with subtle transitions that give the entire
set of songs the illusion of being
one continuous symphony
"Although tlie KOUfllGB in
PC Ballroom are the worst on
campus, they really suited
Explosions in the Sky because
their sound is so
reverberant anyway," sophomore
hmma Cleveland said.
The band creates a constant
battle between ihe two guitars,
played by Munaf Kayani and
Mark Smith, and contrasts the
riffs with the piercing ten« it\ « >l
Christ Ht.iskv on the snare
dnim to capture a sound that is
gentle, yet explosive and
impressive in any setting.
Accompanying Explosions in
the Sky Friday night were three
other emerging hands - Zykos,
Ui/arusand Hie Kude Staircase.
The Austin, Texas-based
Kind Akossh.m-s its nxtts with
Explosions in tlie Sky, which
also originati-d in \ustin Like
the music of Fxplosions in the
Sky, Zykos' songs are layered
with depth and iiuxxliness, but
best would be classified as emo.

mSKY.ptgeli

Places to go and things to do this weekend:

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

• Artful Dodger
• WXJM It hoeUng Mu Xiu. El Ouapo and
Samal at 8 X o m Thursday Thara it a $5
cover at the door.

• "Dirty Pretty Things'"
• 'SWAT.
• "Heaven and Earth"

• Alston's
- Pop cover band Burring Bridget «■

• "Master and Commander"

.1

delivered .i passionate performance in his role asa mortal messenger and servant from the li.ni>.' ol t reon
who brri ■.- Ml K a 'hi rn WS Bl the" .1..illi- thai ii'-ull
in mi her murderous ways Although In- was given such
.1 small ml.'. Foster's task ".i- made tougher by the
morbundih ol the news he had in ,.imn
Ilu- innovative and distinct look of the -it designed
K Richard Finkelstein, .1 school .11 theatre and danci

play Frtcty and Saturday at 0:30 pm Thar*
» en $8 cover at «w door.
• Wilson Hall
- The Asian Studeni Union vWI horn the
5*1 annual Coajra Show Saturday « 7.30
p.m Thai ■ t Ire* Within Passport event.

• Masnstraet Bar and Grill
- Easy Star All-Stars will play Monday al
10 p.m to promote in recently released
compact disc. 'Dub Side ot the Moon." a
•pin on Pink Floyd"! "Dark Side of the
Moon Ticket! are $10 m advance and $12
al the door
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Modern memoirs are farces

Final 'Matrix' leaves
viewers wanting less
BY TRICIA FRENVILLE

Memoirs should culminate life's work, not blabbing
Here's the one problem with
memoirs — especially contemporary ones — they're not really memoirs; at least not in the true sense.
Now, before you gasp with shock
or huff in anger and flip back to the
Darts & Pats, give me one brief
moment to explain myself. When it
comes to the idea of memoirs and
autobiographies, I have a more classical point of view — what in certain
circles, is known as "old school." My
traditional, conservative idea of the
memoir is this — that it be less an
exercise in style and form and more
an exhibition on a complete life.
For me, there always has been a
sense of fatalism involved with the
idea of a writer or individual sitting
down at a desk to pen the story of
his or her life. I feel that a writer's
memoirs should be the culminating
work of his or her life's accomplishments — a nice, neat bow with
»•> lm h to tie up an existence. All too
often, I scan the shelves at bookstores and see the covers of memoirs that, in turn, are flipped over or
to the back flap, only to discover the
image of a writer in his or her late
20s or 30s. Are these memoirists
prepping for sequels?
Is this what the memoir has
become — |ust an easy way to get
one's voice out into the worid? What
happened to the passion, the romance
of an individual's last words, committed on paper with the last dying rattles of his or her writing hand, the

"IIII MATRIX REVOLUTIONS'

senior writer
There only is one piece of advice to give
to those who went to see "The Matrix
Revolutions" — just forget it ever happened. And, while viewers are at it forget
the second one ever happened as welL
While "The Matrix" was an exciting
and daring film, the two that followed
simply bombarded the audience with
meaningless amounts of special effects
and cheesy, overdone drama.
"The Matnx Revolutions" picks up
where the last movie left off — Neo's
(Keanu Reeves, "Sweet November")
body is in I coma, and his mind is
trapped in a place between the Matrix
and the real world.
Trinity
ic arnc-Anne
Mos»,
"Memento") and Morpheus (Laurence
Fishburne, "The Matrix Reloaded"),
meanwhile, battle the French villain
Merovingian (Uimbert Wilson, "The
Matrix Reloaded") to get Neo back.
Two epic battles later ensue in the
film, one of which — between the
machines and the people of Zion — actually is suspenseful and intense, creating
interest in the outcome of the battle. The
other — a final showdown between Neo
and Agent Smith (Hugo Weaving. "The
Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers") —
is drenched so thoroughly in the overuse
of slow motion and unbelievable stunts
that it's laughable.
Directors
Andy
and
Larry
Wachowski ("The Matrix Reloaded")
must have been absent the day every
director in the movie business learned
the commonly used phrase "less is
more," as everything in "The Matrix
Revolutions" is heavy-handed and trite.
Had the Wachowski brothers used the
fast-paced, rapid-fire kung fu fighting of
the original movie in the fight scene
between Neo and Agent Smith, it would
have been terrific. Instead, they chose to
overdo the slow motion and do the fight
scene in the rain, which heightened the
sickening sense of melodrama.
While not giving away the ending,
the last scene in the movie seems to be
taken right from a soap opera with all
the corny, cheesy glory of being on
daytime television.
Unfortunately, the last scene also gives
the impression that there's a possibility for
a fourth movie — a frightening concept for
f.ins who would like to see the abysmal,
downward spiral end with "Revolutions."

STARRING:
KEANU REEVES AND
LAWRENCE FISHBURNE
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:

129 MINUTES

*
Where the original movie succeeded
Krai in being atypical. Each character
had a unique personality that viewers
assumed would develop in the second
and third movies. The viewers, however, were mistaken.
Take Trinity, for example. Her stoicism in the first movie was her trademark, but a general assumption could
have been made that, as her love for
Neo developed, so would her emotions.
This was not the case. Trinity remains
emotionless, and the scenes between
Neo and her are flat and meaningless.
Reeves' character gave what little
comic relief could be had in his two lines of
funny dialogue. Those sparks of humor
were not relief enough from the script with
which Reeves had to work. Sadly, Neo's
wonder and befuddlement from the first
movie have disappeared, to be replaced by
I holier-than-thou, god-like stature.
Undoubtedly, "Revolutions" will
draw in millions of dollars and viewers.
1 low-ever, for those diehard tans ot the
original, "Reloaded" and "Revolutions"
were grandiose efforts at self-promotion
by the directors.
Don't bother to go see this in theatres
Instead, watch "The Matrix" again to
remember what a quality movie is and
hope "Revolutions" was the end.

**
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final wheezes of life? My vision of
memoirs has become so idealized at
times that I would be so bold as to
suggest that anyone preparing to
undertake the act of writing down his
or her lire do so in their own lifebiood.
Take, for example, the recently
released autobiography of perhaps
the greatest Latin American writer
ever, Gabriel Garcia Marquez. The
book, "Living to Tell the Tale," first
was released last year in Spanish
and only recently has been published in English. Now, in the case
of Garcia Marquez — a writer who
has been around for decades, and
whose long life and lengthy list of
fictional works more than begs for
some nonfiction account of his life
— the undertaking of a memoir perfectly is understandable,
Though I have yet to read the
work itself, I almost can sense, flip
ping through the pages and weighing
the density of the book in my hand.

a synthesizer, a drummer, and two
The laidback and bordering-on- haaS-iRti. The jumble of players and
arrogant voice ol lead singer Mike instruments' created a confused,
Booher contributes both melodic, chaotic, garbled and generally
thoughtful songs, as well as dance unimpressive sound found in all of
party musk. His voice, in addition the songs they performed.
to the impressive piano and organ
"It was too much to try to mix
accompaniment of Catherine Davis, all of those insfuments on one
makes the band noteworthy.
soundboard, especially in that
"They reminded me very much venue," Cleveland said.
of The Strokes," junior Chris
Lazarus proved to be the band
Pollack. "They were kind of funky that appealed to all alternative
with a little femininity."
rock lovers. The Capetown, South
The performance by The Rude Africa foursome has its influences
Staircase marked the dullest point of in the Red Hot Chili Peppers,
the evening. The band consisted of Nirvana, Pearl Jam and the
nine members and a mix of instru- Smashing Pumpkins, according to
ments, among which were a saxo- the band's Web site, wwwJazarusphone, two guitars, two keyboards. land.com. The band came on the

jnd see this masterpiece

WUtfcrtremcMetopby
atGnfcn-Stoval

Zak Salih

the history that such a work contains.
For his is a review of a life entire and
not merely the kind of middle-aged
recollection that we so often find in
such works as Dave Eggers' "A
Heartbreaking Work of Staggering
Genius" — which, although not a
memoir in the conservative sense,
certainly is a work worth reading.
Hggers is a man in the autumn of his
existence who might not live long
enough to create another substantial
work of fiction, especially considering that "Living" only is the first part
in a planned autobiographical trilogy.
Hopefully, I will be proven
wrong. And, if my time-honored
(but never fundamentalist) thoughts
and feelings toward the literary
form of the memoir are booed and
hissed, then at least it will give me
something to write about 50 years
from now. In which case, I probably
will have to eat my own words and
pen the work in my own lifebiood.

SKY: Explosion blinds fans with talent
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by senior writer

SKY, from page 13
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stage with astounding energy and
professionalism with songs such
as "Make It Your System," and 'To
Confide In." This vigor helped the
band deliver a show with catchy
lyrics, great harmonies and a
uniquely powerful sound.
" WXJM usually does a good job
bringing bands to (Mil that
become very popular," freshman
Jamie Smith said.
WXJM's past performers include
the Dave Matthews Band and
Dashboard Confessional.
By the end of the night, it was
clear that WXJM kept up with its
tradition of bringing new music to
JMU to expose students to bands
before they hit the mainstream.
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it's called hiptop, it's full color, and it fits in your hand.
go ahead, e-mail, surf the web.
it comes with AOL Instant Messenger;
with fully integrated PDA.
check out our cool hiptop plans, starting as low
as $29.95 a month.
I AW Wireless
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"In the first quarter, we shot
ourselves in the foot as a
whole team."
DENNARD MELTON

red-shirt senior linebacker

MEN'S SOCCER

Dukes win, advance in CAAs
Britton, Fulk score goals to lead JMU past William & Mary
BY JAMES IRWIN

contributing writer
Behind determined play
and red-shirt freshman goalkeeper Kevin Trapp's eighth
shutout
of the
season,
) M U
earned a
h a r d fought
victory
over the
College
of William & Mary Tuesday in
a Colonial Athletic Associaiion
first round tournament game.
freshman defenseman Jon
Britton's header U seconds into
the second half broke a scoreless
tie. and proved to be the game
winner in the 2-0 victory
Britton's goal was assisted by
freshmen midfielders Kurt
Morsink and Mark Totten.
"I went right into the box and

I knew he (Totten) would plav it
into me," Britton said. "He did. I
hit it and it just went in the goal."
Coach Tom Martin said. I
think that was the turning point
— 15 seconds into the half. That
was as nice a goal as we've
scored this season."
The elimination game win
pushed the Dukes' record to 11-62. whik- the Tribe fell to 9*4.
Junior midfielder Denny
Fulk tacked on a second goal
for JMU in the 74th minute to
seal the victory. If Mtton'i
header v\ .is the ^.ime winner.
it was Fulk's shot that proved
to be the backbreaker for
William & Mary.
Sophomore defenseman
Danny Sheridan and
William & Mary's goalkeeper Kris Rake both went up
lor the ball off a free kick.
Neither received a clean
handle on it, and the ball
wound up at the feet of Fulk,
who turned and fired into

the open net for the 2-0 lead.
"I think what may have
taken the wind out of their
sails was that second goal,"
Martin said. "|William &
Mary] had a mix-up in the
box, and Denny picked up a
loose ball and just lobbed it
over everybody."
I ulk said, "It sealed the deal.
It's what we needed at the end
of the game to put it away."
William & Mary continued
to press toward the end of the
game, winding up with 12
total shots on goal.
Trapp made three stops,
but the biggest save of the
game for JMU came on a
handball call late in the
game, which negated an
apparent Tribe goal.
With this victory in its
last home game of the season. JMl runs its current
winning streak to a seasontee DUKES, page 18

DRKW WILSON/vi,™r*w.jrar*"
Fmhman mkMeMer Kurt Morsink controls the ball against
the Cottage of William & Mary. JMU won the game, 24).

FOOTBALL

LeZotte,
JMU seeks
victory
over CSU

Offensive Players of the Week
University of Massachusetts
wide receiver Jason Peebler
scored a career-high three
touchdowns and caught seven
passes for 143 yards Saturday
in Massachusetts' 30-17 win
over the University of
Richmond. Peebler leads the
Minutemen in receiving yards
(736), touchdown catches
(eight), and receptions (36).
University of Maine running back Marcus Williams
carried 21 times for four
touchdowns and 246 yards
as the Black Bears defeated
Morgan State University, 7724, Saturday. With a leaguebest of 1,168 rushing yards,
Williams became the first
player in program history to
post two 1,000-yard rushing
seasons. The junior also
leads the A-10 with 11 rushing touchdowns.

Defensive Player of the Week
University of New
Hampshire defensive end
George Peterson made 10
tackles, recovered a pair of
fumbles and forced a fumble
Saturday in the Wildcats' 2017 victory over JMU. Peterson
is the first player from UNH
to earn A-10 Defensive Player
of the Week since Brett
Bashaw in 2000.
Rookie of the Week
Maine quarterback Ron
Whitcomb passed for a
career-high 319 yards, completing 13 of 21 attempts,
along with three touchdowns.
In the first quarter, he threw
scoring passes of 31 and 65
yards to junior wide-out
Christian Pereira and 19 yards
to wide receiver Ryan Waller.
Whitcomb is tied for third in
the A-tO with 17 scoring passes and he has set the freshman
record of 1,898 passing yards.
This is Whitcomb's third A-10
Rookie of the Week honor of
the year.

Dukes will not
reach playoff's
BY WHS HEINEL

assistant sports editor
The Dukes host Charleston
Southern University, which
boasts a record of 1-9 in a nonconference game Saturday.
The harsh reality of the
Dukes' 2003 season falling short
of the Division l-AA playoffs for
a fourth straight season has set in
for JMU, according to coach
Mickey Matthews.
"I will be surprised if four
teams do not go |to the playoffs)
out of our league," Matthews
said. "The last Saturday (of the
season], then.1 arc going to be five
or six teams that have a chance to
go to the playoffs. We're not
going to be one of them."
sivTossTpagell
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BRAD RK"HARI)S/i™.»/*»,.jrt«rtrr
Red-shirt freshman running back Maurice Fenner looks to turn upfleld in the Dukes' game Saturday In Durham, N.H.

spec I earns Player of the Week
Maine kick returner/punt
returner Arel Gordon became
the first player in school history to return both a punt and
a kickoff for touchdowns in
the same game. Gordon
began the scoring with a
career-best, 75-yard punt
return and, in the second
quarter, returned a kick for a
school record of 100 yards.
Gordon is the first A-10 player to run back a kickoff and a
punt back for a touchdown in
the same game this season.
—from staff reports

FOOTBALL

Dukes stumble, fall short against UNH Wildcats
BY Whs HKINFL
assistant sports editor

Coach Mickey Matthews
stood at the podium frustrated
after the Dukes' 20-17 defeat to
the University of New
Hampshire Saturdav
I really don't know why
this team
starts out
Saturday
slow,"
Matthews
said. "As
poor as our
offense was
in the first
quarter, it
was difficult for |the defense! to overcome. As coaches, we have
done everything we can do.
We have just really struggled
all year getting out of the box
— if we knew how to change
it, we would."
The loss dmpped JMU to 5-5
on the season and 4-4 in Atlantic
10 conference play thus removing the Dukes from Division IAA playoff contention.
Remaining true to its current
trends, the squad came out and
dug itself a 17-0, first-quarter
hole to surmount.
The combination of frigid
temperatures — 39 degrees at
kickoff, including blusters
winds — and a Wildcat

defense that held JMU to 95
total yards on the ground was
too much to endure for the
Dukes as they fumbled away
the game to a UNH squad that
picked up its second conference victory of the veai
"The elements bothered
New Hampshire, i
Matthews said. "I don't think
M i' OH us.' thai .is an excuse (for
turning the ball over.) They
struggled to hold onto the ball
— they just didn't make the
mistakes we did There's no
excuse for it.
"There's nothing you can do
[about the turnovers) sometimes. We had some kids playing very well in the first quarter,
but we were turning the ball
over as fast as we could get it. It
only takes two or three (players)
turning the ball over to make the
whole team lixtk bad. I was very
disappointed," Matthews said.
The Wildcats came OUi On
their first offensive possession
and drove 68 yards in nine
plays. Quarterback Mike
Granieh finished the drive
with an 8-yard touchdown
pass to a fully extended wide
receiver Jon Williams.
JMU received the kickoff
and, three plays later, nxl-shirt
In-shman running Kick Alvm
Banks fumbled a handoff. The
Wildcats capitalized on the

turnover as running back R.J.
Harvey took a shovel pass up
llie middle and into the end
/one from 6 yards out.
"Those first couple drives
were a nightmare," red-shirt
senior linebacker Dennard
Melton Mid. "In the first quarter, we shot ourselves in the
foot as.) whole team. It's tough
to dig out of the big hole we
got ourselves into."
UNH kicked off again and,
two plays later, sophomore
quarterback Jayson Cooke
threw into coverage and was
intercepted. With 5:40 remaining in the first quarter, placekicker Connor McCormick connected on a 29-yard field goal
attempt, making the scon' 17-0.
"With Cooke, [turnovers
have) always been his pn>nlem," Matthews said. "If 1 knew
how to change it — I would
I.ast week he was [a viable
optkm at quarterback), but right
now he's not. It's extremely discouraging to the entin> football
team when you're turning the
ball over that much."
As a team, |MU turned the
ball over seven times, tying the
school
record
for most
turnovers in a game set last season during a 41-10 loss to
Northeastern 1 niversit}
"Our two young (running)
backs were dmpping the ball

[on the handoff exchange),"
Matthews siid "To be blunt
about it, I'm glad we didn't get
beat 100 to nothing turning the
ball over seven times. (Coming
off their bye week,) UNH did an
excellent job preparing themselves for what we do — give
their coaches and kids credit."
\i>ording to Matthews, the
less-than-steflar play by his
young offensive backfield,
including Cooke, and inability
to secure the football left the
Dukes with few options in their
playbook. The quick, early
turnovers gave JMU no choice
but to insert red-shirt junior
quarterback Matt LeZotte under
center, Matthews said
Ix'Zotte missed practice all
week and was listed as doubtful
for the UNH game, nursing a
quadracep strain.
UNH coach Sean
McDonnell said, "Obviously,
we (UNH) got some breaks
in the first 15 minutes of this
game and we were up 17-0.
Our offense did a great job
coming out at the beginning
of the game. It was bang,
bang, bang — touchdown,
touchdown, field goal —
that was the difference (for
us to win.)"
The Wildcat defense won the
setJMV.p«$eU>

K
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Red-shirt freshman wide receiver D.D. Boxley attempts to catch
a pass in the Dukes' loss to the University of New Hampshire.
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Scorn

LOSS: Season
coming to close
for young squad
-it-

LOSS, from page 25

The Dukes are not going to
give up on the remainder of the
season — hoping to finish 7-5,
according to red-shirt junior
quarterback Matt LeZotte.
"We haven't changed up
our preparation at all this
week," LeZotte said. "We're
going full speed in practice.
We're still trying to get better
and finish the season on a
positive note."
Saturday's contest will
mark the second opponent
JMU will face from the Big
South Conference. In the
MMOIt opener, the Dukes
rolled over visiting Liberty
University (4-6), 48-6.
"1 know they (Charleston
Southern) throw the ball on
almost every down," Matthews
said. "We started the season with
seven defensive tackles — now
four of those seven are out."
The Buccaneers' offense is
run -by quarterback Colhn
Drafts, and his primary offensive weapon is wide receiver
Aaron Dunklin. The combination of Drafts' 112.67 passer rating and Dunklin's average of
87.6 yards per game has led tu
five Buccaneer touchdown
strikes on the year.
"As far as the passing
game, we need to mix the coverages up," defensive coordinator/defensive backs coach
Dick Hopkins said. "We can't
sit back in man or zone coverage. There are two things that
go hand in hand — coverage
and pass rush. We know we
need to make the quarterback
throw the ball on time.
"By mixing it up with the
zone blitz, or a six-, sevenman blitz with man coverage,
we're hoping to get some
additional pressure."
In their past two games, the
Dukes fell quickly behind in the

RKM)KK rlARDSramai raWaajnpTWr
Sophomore quarterback Jayson Cooke M—Mw out o( the pocket during Saturday's 20-17 lose to the University of New Hampshire.
Cooke threw one Interception and stnaSgtod to secure the footbaa on hanrMIs to his running backs before he was puled from the game.

JMU: Seven turnovers plague
Dukes' offense, tie school record
JMU, from page 15

battle in the trenches and
disrupted the Dukes' game
[►Ian making 10 tackles for a
OSS, Including earning
three sacks. In his three
quarters of plav, LeZotte
completed 12 of 21 pass
attempts for 94 yards and
was intercepted twice.
"You have tit re.illy credit
Matt LeZotte for coming into
the game " M.itlluws said.
"He had not practiced but
just a little bit an Thursday
— taking just eight snaps —
just so he knew what we
were doing. We had no

intention of playing him, but
the other guy (Cooke) was
turning the ball over so fast
that we had to do something
to remain in the game."
JMU managed to make it a
20-10 game when red-shirt
freshman
running
back
Maurice Fenner plunged
across the goal line as time
expired in the tirst h.ilf.
Fenner finished the afternoon
as the Dukes' leading rusher
with 57 yards on 19 carries.
"I've watched JMU on tape
— every one of their games,"
McDonnell said "They werea
team that just kept hanging in

the game. I told the guys at
halftime that this tvam is
resilient and we had to be
more resilient than they are."
The Dukes cut the lead to
three points after punter Josh
Polgar kicked the ball out of
the end /one, following an
errant snap. The special
teams miseue gave JMU possession at the Wildcats' 4yard line. Fenner scored his
second touchdown* of the
game, scoring from 4 yards
out with 7:53 remaining in
the fourth quarter
"Today we got lucky, and a
lot of times it's better to be

You're gonna LOVE getting up for this!

Cinnamon Bear's ^^
Breakfast Special

HOURS
M f 7U4TH
Sal 7AM 7PM
SwnlOAM-VM

lucky than good," McDonnell
said. "Fortunately for us, we
got out of there with a win
and it definitely could have
gone other way."
Melton said, "This loss is
tough — I wanted to win this
last road game and keep our
slim playoff hopes alive. We'll
go home, regroup and try to
finish .is strong as possible.
We're going to get back to
work this week and we'll be
prepared for this weekend."
The Dukes ht>st Clwrieston
Southern University hum the
Big South conference Saturdav
Kidotf is set for 1:30 p.m.
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defensive coordinator/
defensive backs coach

— 99
first quarter against the
University of Rhode Island and
the
University of
New
Hampshire by scores of 14-10
and 17-0, respectively.
JMU will look to avoid
.mother slow start, Hopkins
said, especially considering
CSU's offense only has tallied
one touchdown in the first
quarter all season.
"For whatever the KMOOB,
[we start out slow)/' Hopkins
said. "We want consistency
with our players. On defense,
it's our job to keep them out of
the end zone."
CSU has been outscored a
combined 420 to 127 throughout its 10 games this season.
LeZotte said he is looking forward to lining up against the
Buccaneers' defense unit that
averages surrendering 42
points per game.
"We're going to do a little
bit of everything — run the
ball, throw the ball, utilize
the
play-action
pass,"
LeZotte said. "We're looking
to have a very good game
offensively. This is going to
be the game that will allow us
to show we have a good
offensive team."
Hopkins said, "Obviously,
the most important game is
the next one. We have two
[games) left — 7-5 sounds a
lot better than 6-6."

Christmas Gift Certificates
CALL

BnattMIAa Day Sat Stun. _
FuHCoftWSar |
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Buy Any Braakfast Bagal
Sandwich and Gat a
Small Chal Taa or Small
CoffM FREE

He' want consistency with
out players. On defense,
it's out job to keep them
out of the end wne.
-Dick Hopkins
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HAIRSTYUNG -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA 4 MASSAGE

Shampoo * Haircut $12.00

I OTanninf Visits for
$30 and |« 4
more FREE

Facial Waxing Sa.OO

Hifhlights $35.00

Perms 130.00
10% OFF
Retail Products

433-2M

Ski Free

at
Ski Resort
Massanutten
Now hiring for Ski Season

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop, Food Service,
Telephone Operators, Cashiers, and More!
'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek and night Skiing and Rentals!
Mop by

ski Offlca fta-F 8:30 sm - 4:30 ami
to fill out an application
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GLOBAL PEACE - PRAYER IN ACTION
MAKE YOUR. VOICE HEARD IN THE ONGOING
PRAYER. FOR THE WORLD AT:
vvww.spirrtualrty.com/globalf^ce
Site feature: reports on conflict arras provided by The Christian Science
Monitor and other news sources; spiritual perspectives and progress reports;
community discussions on peace; "Prayers for Peace' from around
the world; daily Inspiration

289-4954
LESSON It 1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

iraPlYtfrtftYt
(just off University Blvd)
Touch free automatic
4 Serf service bays
Spot Free rinse
6 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-90S0

T171 ftfaata^l t!
(r-jxt to Charts* Obeugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted|
6 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers
433-5*00

LESSON #2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY'
The card is FREE
Every 6" wash is free
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID|
See attendant or on tie web at www rrwacatwaahcard com

LESSON »3. SPOT FREE RINSE a LESS WORK a MORE PLA V
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SPORTS

How does

Spring Break sound right about now??

Ditch the book* and com© party wtth Beach Life!!!

Jamaican^
Acapulco
Bahamas
Florida

Book before Dec 15th and $avel!
^
Sell trips, earn coin, travel free!!
Awesome Group Discounts
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Iii Need of Housing?
II V^KI.K
< < >MMI K< I M

FUNKHOUSF.R
REALTORS

We offer (he largest selection
ol oil campus housing i<> meet
your specific needs.

Packages from BWI starting at $52911

[www.BeachLrfeVacatlons.com

1.800.733.6347

JMU Surplus Sale

2,3,4 & 5 Bedrooms
Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location

1 2 3 & 4 Bedrooms Unique floor plan complete
with two separate living rooms.

4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom, 4 bath
units are fully furnished

4 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas

3 Bedrooms
Features three full floors of
spacious living space Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms

1.2 & 4 Bedrooms
Unique opportunity to live in
historic home. Located across
from JMU Quad.

2 & 3 Bedrooms
Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck. Also
includes pool and tennis courts

3 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom

4 Bedrooms
Three floors of living space
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer

3 Bedrooms -

Items are pre-priced:
Bikes, Outdoor Furniture, 8" Jointer, Chalkboards, Desks, Bookcases, Tables,
Audio-Visual Equipment, Carts, Chairs, Athletic Benches, Storage Cabinets,
Computer Monitors, Medical Gumeys, and Much More.
James Madison University
Surplus Property Warehouse
21 Warehouse Rd.
Harrisonburg. VA
Friday, November 14,2003
7:00a.m.-1:30p.m.

Located: 1-8, Exit 243-Harrlsonburg, Take Rt. 11
South, go approximately one mile. After passing the
Harrisonburg Post Office, turn left onto Warehouse
Road at the brick VA State Police building. Continue
straight and signs will be posted for parking. Sale is
located at the back of Rockingham Warehouse.

Terms: Cash or check with proper ID. All items sold
"as is -- where is" basis with no implied warranties of
any kind given. All sales are final ~ no refunds. For
additional information, contact (540)-568-6931.

The Public is Welcome.

^Ashby

Crossing
Madison Gardens

Duke Gardens

Come into the office before
Thanksgiving
and receive 2003 rates in 2004!

Security Deposit
Waived
Rental Rates include: phone
cable
ethernet
II9I Devon Lane
water
Harrisonburg,VA2280l
432-I00I

Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar Across
from JMU Quad

Madison Terrace
1.2 & 3 Bedrooms
Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street Some
utilities included

Village at Forest Hills
5 Bedrooms
Spacious townhomes located in
walking distance to campus
W/D & walkout basement

< ounvi i i
BANK1 R
(OMMIItlHI

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

3 Bedrooms
Furnished townhouses with 2 5
baths Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer

College Station
4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info(i/',cbcfunkhouser.com
(540)434-5150

vv w \v. o He a in p u s li o 11 s i n g. c o m
C2003Co>lM«SBartKe'Cofw«*ciaiFun«r>ouM'R*alor« Coatawa BanNs* ConwiMMflaM • a
hc*n«ad trademark ol lha COKMI Banhat Baa* Etlata Corpo>ation. EaCT Odea <» maapaodanify
OwnadartdOpa-atad Art Equal Opportunity ErfHMoyaf Equal Mouamg Opportune?
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Dukes:
Men to
face VCU

Seotns
Guest Predictor

FOOTBALL

PICKS
of the

Urr

I'l US from page 15

high five games. Its last four
wins have come against
CAA opponents.
The Dukes will travel to
Richmond next for their semifinal matchup with the Rams
of Virginia Commonwealth
University Friday.
"Right now, I don't think
many teams in our conference want to play us/' Fulk
said. "It'll be a tough game
(against VCU), but I think if
we play well, we can go all
the way with this."
Martin shared Fulk's sentiment and said that the
team would take some time
to enjoy the victory, but that
it still has work to do.
"Let's see if these guys
can keep this thing going,"
Martin said.

Wn Helnel

Week #12

The University of Pittsburgh and Wfcst
Virginia University Kittle this weekend for
conference, and "back yard," bragging
nghts Realistically, Pitt and VWL' haven t
upset anyone this year — the "soldiers" at
the University of Miami, along with a
perennial over-hyped Virginia Tech. just
aren't the powerhouses they once were. No
wonder the Hurricanes and Hokies bailed
to the Atlantic Coast Conference next season — thev can't win the Big Fast.
In the NFI, suddenly, everyone is a psychic. Whatever happened to shutting your
mouth and allowing your play to speak for
itself? Tampa Bay defensive end Simeon
Rice was embarrassed Sunday following his
Siaranteed victory. One would assume
mcinnati wide receiver Chad Johnson
would have learned from Rice's mistake,
weing as he feels the need to proclaim a win
over the most dominating team in football
— Kansas Gty. Smart, Chad.
In the office, photo editor Kristy Nicolich is mis week s guest predictor. Meanwhile, Fargo has sent Richards back into
DEAD 1 AST — tough one. Brad.

Hollywood
73-48

Season total
Last week..
Win percentage

4-7
603

Drew Wilton
Da BOM
67-54
4-7
.553

AII»on Fargo

The Short One
66-55
6-5
.545

Iowa
Ohio SI
Pittsburgh

Minnesota
Ohio St.
Pittsburgh

Florida St
Texas

Florida St.
Texas

Brad Richards
Mich
65-56
4-7
537

M

Kristy Nlcollch
Pooper Scooper
68-53
5-6
562

College
Iowa
Purdue
West Virginia
NCSU
Texas

Minnesota @ Iowa
Purdue O Ohio St
Pittsburgh 9 West Virginia
NorfiCaTOlnaSlOFSU
Texas Tech @ Texas
Charleston South. <* JMU

lowa

Minnesota

Purdue

Ohio St

West Virginia

Pittsburgh

Florida St

Florida St

Texas

Texas

JMU

JMU

Miami
Philadelphia
Kansas City
Green Bay
New England

Baltimore
Philadelphia
Kansas City
Green Bay
Dallas

Pro
Baltimore 0 Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

PMade'phia

Kansas City 8 Cincinnati

Cincinnati

Kansas City

Green Bay O Tampa Bey

Tampa Bay

Tampa Bay

Kansas City
Green Bay

New England

New England

New England

New York Giants O Priia.

Dallas © New England

contact
Sawhill Gallen

^Hvember 13-14
^9 12 pm at the Studio Center

Stuart Downs
568-6407

tdoor
contact
Jessi Bavolack at
bavolaicOjmu.edu
or UPB at
568-6217
for more
information

sponsored by
UPB, School of Art & Art History,
Sawhill Gallery, & Facilities Management

™ANT50% OffATIHOP?
PROMOTION (Peers Reaching Others through MOTION) is
sponsoring a fundraiser at IHOP on Wednesday, November 19th
from 3pm to 6am when college students will get B096 off!

Y^iatoh Witness P^eseht^ A

To participate, pick up a form from UREC's program registration
or from any group fitness class before you come!
for more information: email phillimh@jmu.edu

Driver Improvement Clinic
Gardner Plus, LLC
• Registration for class by telephone
• Recieve your certificate the same day you take the class
• Student is registered directly into the DMV computer
"with points" same day as class, via Extranet
• DMV Certified/National Safety Council Training Agency
• Easy accessibility to campus

540-246-2475

ROUND 2
RESIDENCE HALL

COMPETITION
Create your own unique

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15

FOOTBALL
DUKES vs.
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN
Field Festival begins •t 11:30; •m.
Godwin Grass Field

Sponsor:

£>7We»-

dmearH
The -~t school spirited
gross* ail ate a pizza party.
courtesy of Papa John's,
Central Coca-Cote and
JMU MMettes Market**
The winner wM be
annouKad (ferine nte third
quarter, ■aearatealoih
at the Uatetlcs Marturtfcf
teate prior to ft. came.

$/>©r\se«e» f/:

Garnet, air-brush face painting, Q-101 Radio Remote!

VHJJOIIwroless

Kickoff at 1:30 p.m.
Showker Field/Bridgeforth Stadium

P»

uW^itfy^yj.*

Puppy Pound Members Admitted FKEE!
Tata A KM To Ike Qame Day!
IChadrMi, || | aajaa. eaaaeaa1 was «*» ulna Ml aaaaaal

nava» arc* aodnng <o» -cw
vaYi/onwtro/ow com

DAfe:
Thursday, November 20,2003
Time:
12:00 am
LoCAfioh: Grafton-Stovall Theater
Students miy pick up complimenury pisses «the Taylor Hill Room 234
one week prior to the screening
HIAtt A»*i.t t>«L)rl
SMU| • ixWK mSmuat. Mi •> Uk aw m Man MTMIM tot
'*«<•* M «*om*M Iv (MitwNas S'ewl"!I m hr UK ItcuKi aft) IU* mm

StudonU...chock out ill tho coot promotion* ind
half-ttmo .wants coming up for bettkotball n«on
Go to tho woboNo for moro Information

ranngimiarir

I
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CLASSIFIEDS
Nlee 1994 Firebird- V 6. duel
aihaust. AM/FM CD player, runs
and sounds great Call 2897090.

Threa. Four and Five
Bedroom Houooa for Rent!
Bedroom Available
in 4 person house High
Street, cible/lntemei. W/D
Pels welcome. Call l.aura.
757-620-0060 or email
clarkle@jmu.edu
Several Hautaa 1135 S Main
St . 55 A and B. 75 W Fairviaw
adjacant to Harrison St. Frva 2 and
3 badroom houaaa. all DSL wvad,
2 have AC Apartment 73A Eaat
Market. 2 bedroom*, utilities
included. Call 433 0984 or
24&3147.
Far Rant. Sartac Seateatat- One>
Dedroom basement apt. on
South Mason Street, utilities
split with house. 1495/month
Call Jesse. 703 966 4218 or
email tntilstxl0jmu.edu
CHia**tM ttra* 5 bedrooms.
Porches,
hardwood
doors,
appliances. Call 568 3008.
••*Jr«*a
Available
■
in
4 badroom/4 bathroom apt
m Southview Available January 1st
Call 436-2106 or (804)647 3860
0— 9**tmm asssaaaS - Oaraarbraad
House. South Main St. Cheap
■«n, negotiable Call 437 5611.

WE H.W I
PROPERTY AT:
WESPORT VILLAGE
HUNTERS RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
WEST MARK! 1 siwi i I
HIGH STREET
SOUTH MAIN STREET

200*2005

June to June leases
Close to campus
Washer & Dryer included
Group* only"
CaH 43W)3«0

Iff7 Had Mama Carte 2 door,
spoiler, excellent condition. 94.300
miles, loaded, new tires. $3995.
Call8300444.

New 3 badroom, 2
bath. 1450* square faet, deck
with treat views. No pets/smoUnf,
Available 1/1/04. $995/month
includes utilities and CATV. Call
1301-897-ioei.

1MB vw eeewertUa Nice, many
new parts, beat offer Call 4062277.
UN Porea* §44 94 K miles, 5
spaed, removable sunroof, new
Pirelli tires, beautiful car inside and
out. $5995. Call 540 7408245

For R«nt f>h S BrooM A.p 4
bedrooms. 1/5 baths. Victorian.
Hardwood
doors.
laundry.
AC. parking, leas than a mile from
campus June lease J260 Cell
23*8583.

Did you know that your

Apartment Available tor Spring
■—eater • Rent (200 (negotiable)
Short walk to campus, spacious,
minimal utility costs, private
bathroom/showtf. Contact ASAP if
interested
or
need
more
information. 1 757 692-3989.
tturenWnSSjmo.edu

$40 for third class mail
or $80 for first class mail.
you can receive a full year of

For Rent- 393 W Water Street 6
bedrooms. 2 baths. 2 kitchens,
renovated farm house. Hardwood
floors, energy efficient, all
bedroms very large. June
lease/1260 Call 234 8584
2 courtyard
cottages, full gourmet breakfast,
private baths - Romantic getaway
$90 to 1125 Call 1-8004788714
F—tak* Weawaiate Wanted to
share 2 bedroom apartment in
Harrttonburg, tn safe neighborhood.
Reasonable rant. Cell 4330760 or
cat 830-2853

NOTICE
For mire information and aiiittanct
ngaaJtag the investigation of fininc ing
buuneu oppanuninc* ivtnraftthe
Better BuiincM Bureau, Irx

subscription to
I he Breeze?

The Breeze!
Call today lo Man your
sunacripoon! We accept VISA
ami Master Card by phone or
you may mail in your payment

apartments

ALL WALKING

NO BUS RIDE!
Kline-RJner Rentals

438-8800

until your Item sells

Trwe Omenterrta, Ugtrts. CanaSee,
OMsl Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Ma.n St.

1992 Ford Explorer
good
condition, new tires. >4,500/obo.
Call
Mike.
435 4369

(whichever comes first >!
This offer ■ good now through
Dec 5 and only applies to
advaRatog in the ~hx Sale' section
Ads must be 20 words a less
Offer appeal » hdMduel item*
only Retail stores-and buanrsen
do not quasi) far this ssccul offer
All ads are subject to

flrenr approval
Dent miss out on this great deal!

568-6127

UML'MMl

The Sreeve is looking for
writers for News. Focus.
Sports. Style, and Opinion.

CONFIRMED FLIGHTS
FROMBWI
Cancun

A -Reality- Sfrtng Break 2004
Only with Sunspiasin Tours. Lowest
pnees. free meals and parties Two
free tnpe for groups. 1-800426-7710

www. $vn%olmhtours. com
Aet Howl Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Group discounts for
6* Call 1-800838-8202 or
www <.£>r igbreaM'Scourtfs com

Call 56&6127 for more
information.

■

Brazil

SERVICES

LOST & FOUN

Costa Real
QAStS

Guitar Laaaana
Beginner to
intermediate, individual and group
ralaa Can Grog 435 9385

1

Jamaica

TRAVEL

urti uio*u*mmm
itCffrYs 1499

i.hi.y.Vi ■*-.•?

IxwkinR for a special way to

IfWMtr** Operator r*
firm ''■»"''». Imnln,

sa> I love you, lo apologize,

1 800 234 7007

.VW* rnr!l(>ff«iiinmi-rtours com
USA Spring Breast • Cancun.
Bahamas, Acapulco, Jamaica &
more. Don't be fooled! Go with
Quality and experience! 28 years in
business Largest student lour
operator (Division of USA Student
Travel). Call toll free: 1-877-4606077. Now also hiring campus
reps. Earn 2 tree trips for 15
travelers and $$.

Sell Trips, Earn Co.h. Go Free
I Hew Minna On-rempus Hepi

Oikir

Winter andSertwg aVea* ■ SUand
beach trips on sale nowl Call
1-800SUNCHASE or go to
www Suncnaae.com today!

UNIVERSITY OUTPOST now
hiring for fall buy backs and
spring book sales!

ei Spring Break C
M« Chart
our web-site lor the best deals.
www.vae7abor1dtoun1.com. Cancun,
Acapulco. Bahamas. Jamaica, and
Flonda. Group orgenaere earn free
trips and cash. Call today!

1-800-648-4849
www.stslravel.com

Please come by the store
to apply.

$250
a flay potential. Local positions.
:eCO293-3985. rut. 215
Eipenenced cook
and wait staff for popular
restaurant. 35 minutes from JMU
Campus. Great Upal Lost River Gnll
& Motel, call Tim or Kevin for
details. 1 304«97«482

si Sertwg ■,•«* Vacattonal 110%
beat prices! Cencun. Jamaica,
Acapulco, Bahamas, Flonda. Book
now "and receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted!
1*00234-7007
www.eraMsUMurnmaflounl.com

: Earn up to $500 per
weak assembling products at
home. No eipenence Ceil for
information. 1 985646 1700.
Dept VA4806

Biggest Sariag Break Fartyt
Cruise with 100s of students on
the largest and wildest student
party cruise1 Spend 5 days in the
Bahamas from $2791 Includes
most meats, free parties, port
taaaal EBSca Award wmng oompanyl
www.Sprlng0raaArravef.com. Call
18C06784366.

Attention JMU Students . " il
district office seeking to place
menrSy. poertfva people for customer
aales/servtca positions. Starting
rate is $9.35 base par preset
appovitrnent. No eKpenence needed
• treinlng provided Gain resume
experlenca while working part-time
around class schedule. Now
interviewing, conditions apply. All
ages 18*. can 438-1300.

Cancun, Acapaleo. Naesaa.
Jamaica! 7 nights from $459 *
tail Includes breakfasts, dinners.
Guaranteed lowest prices and best
party schedule. The only Spring
Break company recognized for
outstanding ettwcal Visit me bast
Spring Break site on the web view
100s of hotel videos and reviews
at www. SprirajjaVeanTrave'com.
Call 1-800678*366.

Ollanng
ro»<
marwrva^nuedu

•varnng..
»dR2 lot.
Contact

•-^Bar-B-Um S659

BJBJ

LP WANTED

St.. > tpeefu
Epi Boor $100
pair; realistic walnut big floor $50
pair: Sanyo cessatte deck and
many tapes $25; Call 433-7062.

mi i re semester or

DISTANCE TO JMU!

WANTED

Paatuj* MMX - 200 MHz. 32M
RAM, 80 hard drive. 24X CDPOM.
Windows 98, Office 97. HP
Deskjet 520, 2 HP 26 cartridges.
$200 o.b.o Call 612-2244 or
email
dorogtmi0imu.edu.

I-800-5XV5501

1993 Ford Mustang
IX
hatchback,
auto, aicaiiant
condition. 61,000 miles, cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car. $3950 Call
2898420.

New Ml stoats • Lows Structure
Coaches Boots Ladies 4 pair;
Rossmgnol 6-pair • Race one
Rosungnol 4-pair soft: Dalbello
SOS Vario 2-patr; Dokjmrte ice blue
titanium 2 pair. Call 568-8721.
m/idretjmu edu

19*9 Coagaw Very mce car, runs
greet and rs vary clean. Well taken
care of. For price, call 289 7090.

Only $15 to run your
"Kor Sale" ad for the

2-7 Bedroom houses

MsaarcicSs 2000 Howaa CBUB 00 •
eioaHent condition, yellow with Hack
trim, now tires, 9,000 miles,
negotiable. ha»S/eob.jmu.edu/bii>e
CSS 4217243

Do You Want to Write for the
Breeze?

Cask fer your unwanted gift cereal visit us at ayw-awaaatf <n car*

Call 568-6127 today!

Far SalV - Mt. Shasta 21 speed
bike, in very good condition, ridden
very little. Asking $100 (at $350
new).
Call
249-2064.

rt Par Sate ■ $1,000
or bast offer Call 4330516.

MetOfcyele Heinet Shoei full
coverage,
black,
eicellent
condition. Small carry bag, $100
060. Call 830 2030

Maaotasn Bsha Carbon frbor Oar*
21 Speed E«caa*nt condrbon. two
years old $450. paid $1,100 Call
4356430 or 1-8002963465, ask
tor Randy.

parents can Ret a

1-2-3-4 or 5 Bedroom

Furnished & Unfurnished

w wm oig

■eg • $75. square neck Regel
Dobro with case. $275: 26 key
accordion with case. $175; o.b.o.
Cal 434-4625

1666-273.2500
Se Many Sprint; Brea* Cawpanleil
Book direct with the established
leader in Spring Break travel.
Better trips, better prices. Early
booking incentives Book now with
a small deposit 1 800-3671252.
www. tpnngbreekdxoct. com
Spring Break- \
Island. Cancun, Jamaica, and
Acapulco from $489 Air. hotel,
transfers, parties, and morel
Organize small group • earn free
trips plus commissions! Call
1-80OGET-SUN-1

or to think someone?
Place a classiricd ad in
Tht Breeze'
Call 5*8-6127

www.ihebreezexom
Bartender Trainees Needed - $250
a day potential Local positions.
1800 293 3985, e*t. 613.
Adaption
Loving and stable
couple will provide a happy home
for your baby, filled with kits of love
and security Expenses paid.
Please cell Greg and Maureen
anytime at 1800-605 9703,
pal #00.

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!
$3.00 fnr first 1(1 words
S2JM>cachadd'l 10 words
HI.ik -nl« uvMO.iuh

-Ml II,I-*SIIK\I ads HUINI be
suhmittcd in w riling. You
may e-mail your ad to
lhc_breczcVjinu.edu. Ads
must be paid in advance by
Oath, check. VISA or

ICDCC AIRLINE
"HECTICKET!

MasterCard. All ads arc
subject lo Breeze approval.
Call 508-6127 today!

ww.studentpK press, com!
[CHI NOW: 1.800.787 3787

Check out the classifieds online.
www. thebreeze. org

$24 a Month
Student Rate

tftfWG & B'WATEji

$t&ofy,
**

FLEX NOW ACCEPTED !

(call for details)

WITNESS
I
I
I
|

Boot Rates
Family Plans
No Initiation Fee
One-On-One-Basis

•"•
M
h-%
S-|

B'Wator Town Center
828-2338

Downtown: 433-3917

Now Accepting Flex!

Treadmills, Bikes
Stair-Steppers, Cross-Trainers
Cybex, Circuit Equipment
Full line of FREE Weights
E. Wolfe St. (Near Kline's!
432-6076

infM*%7nAiRv nARtl*

ICK CRKAM
Flavors of the Week:

«WB7

433-4800

433-1021

434-0070

North Mason Street

2485 South Mala Streel

7S Canton Street

LerHOn Chiffon
•xperience the ultimate on-campus job

EAT WOK
oriental gourmet
211 Burgoo* Rood
Tel. S40.4C.72O0
Fox. 540442.7227

GRAND OPENING
COUPON

GRAND OPENING

COUPON

YOU!

. G^EAT WOK: G^EAT WOKoriental oourmotj

W"*N»

'kflsft;'

CHspy

oriental gourmo*

lHK

Crab

to work for orientation
JMU Orientation is hiring

iron i

In Horrtoonburg Crooolng
,kmW r-.na.r

SrK>pi^Contor
Aerooo from Wol-Mort

mmm

ossai

__
_^_
^__
af*1" ■*■"■ P*» O^r •« i".

-isai

m
,On« coupon m party pa> «kOL

.

•StoT.dw ^h «^ oo»» <«».
So, iSt^mZ^milmi.
.
Jmmt**mlHmwlm)+ BjoooMSSieSoi oo— olilMom I

1787 Coordinators

Orientation Office Assistants

Web Designer

Applications arc available ilarlin^ October 29. 2003

iwniifjmu.edu/orientation
Due November 17. 2003
For more information, call 568-1787or nop hv WllsOtl Hall 215

irtoeoroi

Ireotm

Wort With BroM PoooH
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35 each or 3 for 1.00
2.29

2.39

HTS SANDWICHES,

'&

sins s WRAPS

Chor-Ccilled Homburoer

2.99
3.29
4.49

Deli Sorsdwiches A Subs - (Served Hoi or Cold)
Turkey A Cheese
4.29
Ham A Cheese
_ 4 29
Roast Beef A Cheese
4.29
Pastrami A Cheese
4 29
Veggie A Cheese
3.29
Chow of Breed Sub Ron or SandWoti Bun
Sendwlchos Served on Wrute or Wheel Breed $3 29
Wraps- (Served w«h Your Choice of Toppnge)
RT's Chicken
■ Deli (Turkey. Hem. Roeel BMI. Peelreml)
Steak A Cheese

3 99
3 99
3 99
4.49

Sandwich Toppings
Lettuce. Tome*). Onions. Green peppers. Mushrooms. Jelepeno Peppers.
Benens Pepper.. Pickles. Meyonneise. MuUsrd. Sell. Pepper. Oil I Wieger
Your Choice of Cheese (Amencen Swiss. Provotone)
Char- trilled Hot Dog
Al beef hot dog served on s bun with your choice of
ketchup, mueterd. onion. chSI. end relish

At Quiznos

Have a Sandwich and Surf the Net
Enjoy Free Wireless Internet Access at the Harrisonburg Location

ITS BACK!
FOR A LIMITKD TIMf ONLY

,
1

CHICKEN,.

CRRBONRRR

Free Reg. Soda
with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon, Exp. 11/20/03
One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
any other offer.
^^s^^
JAC CARDS ACCEPTED
Beside Harrisonburg Crossing. 540-432-1302

